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1. Introduction 
 
There is a lot of dialectological research done on English but the studies have predominantly 
and traditionally concentrated on dialects within one country (e.g. Trudgill 2000, 2003, Labov 
1972, 2006). This does, of course, make sense because national dialects form a cohesive entity 
and geographically it can be easier to study dialects that are closer than further away. However, 
for example Kachru (et al. 2006) and Kortmann (et al. 2004) have revolutionised the way we 
think about English, or more specifically, Englishes and many linguists have started to 
incorporate a wider selection of varieties in their studies (e.g. Trudgill 2006). It is very 
important to see English as a worldwide phenomenon and the more varieties are studied 
together, the clearer the overall picture of the situation of World Englishes will become. 
Williams (1987: 191) emphasises that by going beyond individual description we can 
“contribute to a more basic understanding of linguistic processes”. Thus, this study includes 
both first and second language Englishes from around the world. Every geographical area where 
English is spoken widely as either a mother tongue or as a second language is represented.  
 
The study is in two main parts: in the first part, English is studied as a first language (L1) and 
in the second as a second language (L2). Lass (2002) has studied South African English and he 
states that L1 Englishes located in the Southern Hemisphere are closer to the source, meaning 
British English, because the countries where these Englishes are used were colonised by the 
British later compared to the Englishes in the Northern Hemisphere. This study compares the 
vowels of the different L1 Englishes and examines whether this is true in relation to vowel 
qualities. Based on this idea, I expand my hypothesis further to see whether the varieties chosen 
will go according to the order in which the respective countries were colonised. In other words, 
the initial hypothesis is that the Southern Hemisphere (i.e. younger) Englishes are closer to 
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Received Pronunciation (RP) (representing British English) than the Northern Hemisphere (i.e. 
older) English varieties despite the fact that American English is influencing enormously and 
increasingly through media. White South African English represents the youngest 
extraterritorial L1 English in this study and Standard American English the oldest. However, 
as already mentioned, American popular culture might have intervened with this order and that 
is why Standard American English (StAmE) percentages are also measured. By the completion 
of this, we will have two correlations, one that measures how much history has influenced the 
order and another which shows how much the media has been involved.  
 
L2 Englishes are given the same treatment: Both RP percentages and StAmE percentages are 
calculated. However, the timeline is more difficult to draw from L2 Englishes since the histories 
of these varieties are rather complicated. There are also more numerous variables in play since 
the areas in which these Englishes are spoken are highly multilingual and multicultural. 
Contacts with other languages, using many languages and having another L1 in the background 
all have an influence. So, although ranking orders will be attempted, the outcome may be less 
trustworthy. However, the differences between history and media influence can be measured 
just as accurately as with L1 Englishes.  
 
All of the calculations are made by using dialectometry, or more specifically, the Q6 formula 
(Czekanowski’s method). This method is a fairly objective tool with which one can study the 
differences and similarities between two varieties at a time and create orders. The results are 
essentially correlations and, as such, have to be interpreted accordingly.  
 
The main idea is to use the Q6 formula with data that has not been widely used (if ever) in 
dialectometry. Is it possible to achieve manageable and valuable results with these ingredients? 
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In a sense, then, this research is a preliminary study: a testing of a method as much as an attempt 
to research the vowels of Englishes.  
 
1.2 Aims in detail  
 
While the US cut itself off from the larger British community in 1776, South Africa, Australia 
and New Zealand retained their ties with the ‘mainland’ throughout the 19th and most of the 
20th century. Lass (2002: 105) argues that South African English dialects are modern Southern 
British English dialects and that all of these dialects are what they are because they share a 
common ancestor. This could possibly be extended into other Englishes with similar linguistic 
history (e.g. Australian English). However, the differences between American English and 
Southern Hemisphere Englishes are starting to erode on account of the dominant world-wide 
role of American popular culture that is making American English increasingly familiar. This 
especially affects the lexicon. According to Lass (2002: 108–109), American popular culture is 
particularly invasive in South Africa because South African television is full of American 
shows initially due to the Equity ban on sales of British material to the SABC (South African 
Broadcasting Corporation) during the Apartheid era.  
 
With the L1 Englishes, my aim is to study whether this bond between the Southern Hemisphere 
Englishes (and Caribbean Englishes which are also young varieties) show up in phonetics. 
According to the historical factors, which I will explain later in more detail, the RP percentages 
should be in the following ranking order: White South African English, Australian English, 
Anglo-Bahamian English, Standard American English. There are also other factors that might 
have obscured the order, such as endogenous changes (i.e. change from within) and contact 
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languages, so the reasons for changes in the ranking order may vary. This is important to bear 
in mind. Media influence is studied through StAmE percentages.   
 
The L2 Englishes (in Africa and Asia) are compared in order to find similarities in the vowel 
qualities. My hypothesis is that the L2 varieties are closer to one another than to the prestige 
target varieties, RP and Standard American English because the L2 Englishes have more factors 
influencing them than the L1 ones, including L1 transfer (substrate influences), contact factors 
and endogenous changes. These are all possible and even probable causes for the differences 
between L1 and L2 Englishes. Another reason for L2 Englishes to be closer to one another than 
the target varieties is that they all have a similar history and sociological position: L2 Englishes 
have a very different status in the society compared to L1 Englishes. However, since the L2 
Englishes chosen represent different lects (see in more detail in section 2. (vi)), as well, a 
possible ranking order in RP percentages (since all of the L2 Englishes are derived from British 
English) could follow those. In this case, the expected ranking order would be as follows: 
Pakistani English (acrolect), Hausa Nigerian English (acrolect), South Nigerian English 
(acrolect), Black South African English (mesolect), East African English (mesolect), Malaysian 
English (mesolect) and Singapore English (basilect). In any case, the L2 varieties are expected 
to be closer to RP than to StAmE, because they all derive from British English.  
 
The L2 Englishes included in this study are: Nigerian English, Black South African English, 
East African English, Pakistani English, Malaysian English and Singapore English. The 
transcripts are all from The Handbook of Varieties of English (Kortmann et al. 2004; HVE). In 
it, African and South and Southeast Asian varieties have been put together as a group because 
of their mostly L2 nature (Mesthrie 2004a: 806).  
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In brief, this study consists of both L1 and L2 Englishes that have been promulgated by RP only 
(i.e. excluding L2s of American origin, see Strevens’ world map of English [McArthur 1998: 
94–96]; ch. 3). As already mentioned, all of these are compared to both RP and StAmE to 
achieve correlations of history and the media, respectively. As Mesthrie (2004b: 1099) has also 
mentioned, RP and StAmE are somewhat idealised varieties that are more or less accepted as 
norms in international English. They are chosen as a convenient means of comparison. 
However, they also have prestige in the former colonies, especially via the media and in 
newsreading styles.  
 
1.3 Why vowels? 
 
As Schneider (2004: 1111–1112) states, there are problems with studying phonetics and 
phonology. These reasons prohibit conclusive studies and all of them have to be born in mind 
when conducting any comparative studies between phonetic entities. First of all, there is an 
immense amount of variability in phonetics and phonology. When studied, who decides which 
variations are left out and/or how can one be sure that all of the variation has been included in 
the study? There are also differences in levels of details of phonetic descriptions and different 
theories on which variants are likely to be chosen and why (i.e. what kind of motivations are 
there behind the variants). They could also be haphazard selections with the variability being 
just local. The key issue is that every attempt at a bird’s eye view of phonetics leaks. This is 
unavoidable and should be kept in mind.  
 
Gut (2009: 61) further explains how the articulation of vowels cannot be described as neatly as 
the articulation of consonants since the differences are not as absolute and clear-cut. For 
example, the difference between the front and the central part of the tongue is much vaguer than 
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the difference in articulation between a fricative and a nasal. Gut emphasises that the differences 
in vowel articulation are gradual and lack clear boundaries.  
 
I have chosen vowels as the object of this study because they form a tight system that can be 
studied within the limitations of both the Q6 formula and this entire thesis. Also, phonetics in 
general interests me since it is prone to quick changes, just like lexicon and unlike grammar 
(phonology, morphology, and syntax). Vowels are essential in accents and to me they are the 
features that often expose people, for example actors, when they are speaking in a different 
accent from their own since they are the features they might not immediately notice and thus 
fail to change. For example, consonants are more distinct and clear-cut. I would argue that we 
are quite unaware of our vowel qualities. Horvath (2004: 626) argues that vowels are the most 
distinctive characteristics of the phonological system of any variety of English.  
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2. Language change 
 
McMahon (1994: 8) states that every language has a history that involves an unbroken chain of 
generations of speakers who believe that they all speak the same language with maybe some 
minor differences. I would argue that logically the further away the different generations move, 
the more differences they will notice in one another’s dialects albeit they speak the same 
language. When British English travelled all over the world, it most probably diffused more 
rapidly than it would have within a single country. To me, World Englishes are extreme regional 
dialects that have, in some cases, become mutually unintelligible. This study is looking into the 
differences in these changes, or the lack of these differences, in respect to vowels. There are a 
couple of basic types of sound change, namely assimilation, dissimilation, epenthesis, loss, 
weakening, and metathesis (ibid. 15–16). Of these, assimilation, loss, and weakening are the 
types that can happen to separate monophthongs and diphthongs.   
 
There are two basic types of language change; synchronic and diachronic (i.e. the present and 
the past). According to McMahon (1994: 10), it seems that these two cannot, in practice, be as 
separate as de Saussure’s dictum assumes, in neither language nor elsewhere. She compares 
languages to trees: “They have a past, and the synchronic state is a function of that past 
development” (ibid). Lass (1987: 156–7, quoted in McMahon 1994: 11) states that “whatever 
else languages may be, they are objects whose primary mode of existence is in time.” In short, 
synchrony and diachrony are intertwined.   
 
According to McMahon (1994: 13), some of the changes in language have internal motivations 
within the linguistic system itself, while others are motivated by external factors. The next sub-
sections are dedicated to discuss these further. Some of these are more salient to first language 
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(L1) Englishes and some to second language (L2) Englishes, but they are all gathered in this 
chapter in order to avoid confusion. 
 
(i) Endogenous Changes  
According to Wells (1987: 61), varieties that have a common origin but which are now 
phonetically different have undergone (1) a sound change which has affected one variety, (2) 
all of the varieties in question (but differently), or, more complicatedly (3) because of a number 
of such sound changes. For example, with relation to rhoticity, Trudgill et al. (2006: 244) have 
proposed that the varieties that have semi-rhoticity (although often thought to be non-rhotic, 
such as Australian English) have inherited an ongoing process involving loss of rhoticity 
although early Australian English and South African English were rhotic. Before that, Lass 
(1981: 538, cited in Taylor 1991: 83) proposed that instead of a change in progress the loss of 
rhoticity would be a matter of an ‘aborted’ change (i.e. a sound change that never got 
completed). These kinds of changes could be applied to phonetic and phonological changes, as 
well.  
 
(ii) Second language Englishes 
As Mesthrie (2004a: 805) explains, different types of languages can be divided into L1s and 
L2s or into ENLs, ESLs and EFLs (English as a Native language, Second language and Foreign 
language). I will be using the terms L1 and L2. In cases of L2 Englishes, the presence of and 
access to English has evolved into a stable second language used in formal domains like 
education and government. It is also used as a lingua franca amongst (educated) speakers that 
do not share the same mother tongue. Within the societies in question there can also be L1 
varieties of English (like in South Africa) and Pidgin/Creole Englishes (like in Nigeria). In 
Kachru’s circles, L2 Englishes fall into the Outer Circle Englishes (see ch. 3). 
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(iii) Second Language Acquisition   
The general view is that second language acquisition (L2A) differs from first language 
acquisition (L1A). Second language can be acquired within a society where the target language 
(TL) is spoken or it can be learnt in a classroom setting. In any case, first language acquisition 
has already occurred when second language acquisition begins (unless it is a case of 
ambilingualism, i.e. stable bilingual from birth). There is debate about how much, if indeed at 
all, L1A and L2A differ from one another. Some argue that what happens in L1A is not the 
same as what happens in L2A, especially if we are talking about child versus adult learning 
(e.g. Bley-Vroman 1989, Schachter 1988, cited in Gass and Selinker 2008: 164). In terms of 
generative grammar, one of the main questions is what kind of access the second language has 
to our universal grammar (UG). According to the Access to UG Hypothesis, the innate language 
facility is alive and well in L2A (Gass and Selinker 2008: 164).  
  
As Gass and selinker (2008: 89) state, language transfer has become a subfield of L2A. It has 
been assumed that in a second language acquisition situation, learners rely on their native 
language. Already Lado (1957: 2, cited in Gass and Selinker 2008: 89) talked about the transfer 
of forms and meanings of their native language and culture to the foreign language and culture.  
 
According to Gass and Selinker (2008: 90), there are two underlying learning processes: one of 
negative and another of positive transfer. Transfer itself is a process but negative and positive 
transfer refer to the resulting product: negative transfer is seen as a hindrance and positive as 
an enhancement in language learning. In other words, it all depends on the context.  
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(iv) Second Language Universals and Angloversals 
According to Platt, Weber and Ho (1984: 37), there are some general tendencies shared by some 
or all of the New Englishes, as they call them: (1) A tendency to shorten vowel sounds, (2) a 
lack of distinction between long and short vowels, (3) a tendency to replace central vowels by 
either front or back vowels, (4) a tendency to shorten diphthongs and to leave out the second 
sound element in a diphthong. These could be called Angloversals. Christian Mair (2003: 84) 
explains Angloversals as followed: joint tendencies observable in the course of the 
standardisation of postcolonial varieties of English which cannot be explained historically or 
genetically. Obviously, the problem is that it is sometimes very difficult to know whether a 
change has historical or genetic reasons. Also, this definition leaves out contact linguistics and 
L2A which explain many of the differences between different Englishes.  
 
(v) Contact linguistics  
According to MacMahon (1994: 224), language contact and bilingualism can accelerate the 
transfer of linguistic units and patterns from one system to another. The more stable and lengthy 
such contact is, the more likely the resulting influence is grammatical as well as lexical, and 
mutual rather than just unidirectional. The distinction is to be made between convergence and 
borrowing. However, all of this can be modified by social factors: languages that roughly equal 
in prestige are likely to show mutual influence, whilst less prestigious languages are more likely 
to borrow from the more prestigious languages than vice versa.  
 
(vi) Identity issues  
As Mesthrie (2004a: 807) explains, in L2A theory, basi-, meso-, and acrolect terms are used to 
theorise the continuum from L1 to L2 varieties. The terms have been borrowed from Creole 
studies (Stewart [1965] introduced the terms basilect and acrolect and Stewart added the term 
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mesolect in the 1970s and he popularised all of the terms). The speakers that have fossilised at 
an early stage and have no need or desire to progress in their interlanguage variety are at the 
basilectal end of the continuum and the near-native, acrolectal speakers (thanks to their 
education, motivation, life-styles and contacts with L1 and L2 speakers of English) are at the 
other end. The mesolectal speakers represent every variety in between these two extremes. 
Mesolectal varieties are more levelled and these features are usually also in the written forms. 
Most importantly, mesolectal varieties represent the local ethos better than acrolectal varieties 
since the latter ones are sometimes stigmatised for representing the outside norms.  
 
Kachru (e.g. 1983) constantly states that for English to function so-called normally in a country 
like India, it has to become Indian. However, along with the new varieties, Mesthrie (2004a: 
807–808) states, arise prejudices against them; sometimes amongst the very speakers of the 
new varieties. The new variety exists within a local linguistic ecology. Hence, basilects can be 
very stigmatised: for example, the government of Singapore launched the Speak Good English 
Movement in 2000, and basilects are frequently called broken English (e.g. Malaysian English). 
This having been stated, basilects are not the only problematic lects; acrolects also confront 
prejudices. The acrolectal elite can be stigmatised for straying too close to the norms of RP or 
other outside norms (ibid.). Thus, the majority of speakers in the areas of New Englishes are 
mesolectal speakers. They do not want to seem to be lacking proficiency, as basilect speakers 
sometimes are, nor do they want to seem to be affected or representing outside norms as 
acrolectal speakers (e.g. RP in Britain nowadays and British-like English in Nigeria are 
ridiculed as affected, posh and arrogant [Upton 2004: 219, Gut 2004: 817]). However, speakers 
can change their lect according to the domain (diglossia) and in those cases we can conclude 
that the change is a matter of choice instead of it being a matter of proficiency. It is all about 
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the context in which the particular lects are being used; for example, the message conveyed can 
be affective in which case the lect used at home would be appropriate.  
 
In short, as Mesthrie (2004a: 807) puts it, the mesolects are more representative of the local 
ethos than acrolects. I would add that basilects are less representative than mesolects, as well. 
In this study, the L2 Englishes have been selected to represent all the lects, so three of them are 
acrolects, three mesolects and one of them is a basilect. The expected ranking order then would 
be that the acrolects would have the highest RP percentages and the basilect the lowest.  
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3. Definitions and models 
3.1 Englishes  
 
McArthur (1998: 61–63) states that the first time he saw the plural form of English being used 
was in Strang (1970: 19) where she mentioned “lecturers using different Englishes”. The second 
usage he found in Kachru’s book title ‘The New Englishes and Old Models’ (Kachru 1977). 
During the following decades, the 1980s and 1990s, one could see a surge of the terms New 
Englishes (e.g. Platt, Weber & Ho 1984), World English (e.g. McCrum et al. 1985: 308), 
Modern Englishes (e.g. Todd 1984), World Englishes (especially Kachru, e.g. 1992), and, 
finally, simply Englishes. Williams (1987) coined the term NIVE meaning non-native varieties 
of English. McArthur suggests two reasons for these terms: a cover term is needed for the 
different Englishes, such as American, British and Australian English, and Englishes can also 
be used as an elliptical shorthand for English varieties, or varieties of English. In consequence, 
this study uses the terms Englishes and English varieties.  
 
3.2 English models: 1980s and 1990s 
 
There are a few geopolitical models of Englishes and McArthur (1998: 94–97) has made a 
compilation of them. The constructers of the models use the aforementioned terminology for 
different varieties of English: Englishes, New Englishes, and World Englishes. Probably the 
most well-known and influential of these models is Kachru’s Circles of English (1988). 
However, there have been other suggestions, as well, and they have all, Kachru included, been 
constructed during the 1980s and 1990s. The first of these models comes from Peter Strevens 
(1980) who made a world map of English. Strevens divides the Englishes into two: the British 
English and the American English branches.  
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Figure 3.1 Strevens’ world map of English 
 
 
Figure 3.2 McArthur’s Circle of World English 
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McArthur’s own model is from 1987. In it there is a circle and at the hub of the circle stands 
World Standard English surrounded by the regional standard or standardising varieties of 
English. The outer most rim of the circle consists of all the sub-varieties of the regional 
varieties. In other words, this model is based mostly on politics. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Kachru’s Circles of English 
 
Kachru’s Circles of English was first published in 1988, but Kachru has revised it since. 
Originally, the model consisted of three concentric circles: the Inner Circle, the Outer Circle 
and the Extending Circle of English (McArthur 1998: 97–98). The Inner Circle is made up of 
the mother tongue speakers of English (the UK, the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand) while 
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the Outer Circle has the second language speakers (ibid.). The Extending Circle captures the 
remaining part of the world where English is used as a foreign language (ibid.). Kachru has 
later renamed the Extending Circle to the Expanding one, reorganized the circles so that there 
is no hub anymore, and added Caribbean and South African Englishes into the Inner Englishes 
(Svartvik et al. 2006: 3).  
 
Figure 3.4 Görlach’s circle model of English 
 
The last model presented here is from Görlach in 1988/90. This model is similar to McArthur’s 
model since there are circles, as well. It also has a hub and rims surrounding it. The hub, in this 
case, is dedicated to International English and around it are the regional/national standards. 
Then comes sub-regional semi-standards and after that dialects and semi-/non-standards. 
Outside the circle there are pidgins and creoles, mixed languages and related languages. This 
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model gives more information than the others but is therefore less operational. (McArthur 1998: 
98, 101.) 
 
This study synthesises some of these models: All of the Englishes used in this study belong to 
the same rim in McArthur’s model (regional standard or standardising varieties). Strevens’ 
model provides the two main paths of English and via dialectometry I am studying the 
correlation between these two paths and how realistic they are according to the vowel systems. 
L1 and L2 Englishes are studied first separately and these correspond to Kachru’s Inner and 
Outer Circle Englishes, respectively. Görlach’s model is too specific for the purposes of this 
thesis.  
 
3.3 English models: 21st century 
 
I will briefly introduce Schneider’s Dynamic Model (2007: 56) since it is closely linked to the 
topic of this thesis. Schneider’s model is specifically based on language contacts, whereas in 
the other models the contacts are not looked at closely. It also emphasises language ecologies.1 
In this model Englishes are classified into five phases: 1. Foundation is the initial phase in 
which the emergence of English is established. 2. Exonormative stabilisation follows with a 
more stabilised role within the community (English being the language of administration, law 
and higher education). 3. In Nativisation, English is so much a part of the society that it starts 
to be a common second language for most people. An individual variety of English is born. 4. 
Endonormative stabilisation means that the local variety is starting to be accepted and the 
                                                   
1 Ecolinguistics takes into account the ecological context in which societies are embedded, see e.g. Halliday 
1990. 
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society is gaining independence. 5. Differentiation is the last phase, where English is possibly 
the language of a new nation. In this phase, the variety starts to have dialects of its own, as well.  
 
The L1 Englishes used in this thesis are in the differentiation phase having their own personal 
and established variety of English. They all have dialects within the variety, especially ethnic 
and social. The only not as established L1 varieties in this thesis are Bahamian English and 
White South African English, since they do not have the same world-wide recognition nor the 
same status as the absolute primary language in the society as the others. Bahamian English 
competes with Bahamian Creole, whilst White African English has a competitor in Afrikaans. 
The L2 Englishes are a rather more diverse group of varieties, but they all still have a substantial 
status within their respective communities and are used at least as lingua francas. They vary 
from being at the exonormative (2) to the endonormative stabilisation (4) phases.  
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4. Methodology 
4.1 What is dialectometry? 
 
According to Chambers (1997: 287–288), the probable founder of quantitative dialect studies 
was the Polish anthropologist Czekanowski who compared Polish dialects based on 
morphological features in 1927, Indo-European dialects in 1928 and Slavic dialects in 1929 
(Czekanowski 1931, 1957, cited in Chambers 1997). The method was developed initially for 
ethnography but according to Chambers, Czekanowski’s greatest achievements were linguistic. 
His method is known as the Q6 formula and it takes a certain number of features from two 
dialects at a time and calculates the similarities between the two dialects at hand giving a 
number from 0.0 to 1.0, which can be turned into percentages. In practice, the formula generates 
a correlation analysis. According to Goebl (2005: 498), the French Romanist Séguy made 
similar studies in geolinguistics in 1973 but he turned the mathematics on its head and therefore 
his results show the dissimilarities in percentages. In other words, he did the exact same kind 
of calculations but called them dialectometry. Goebl never mentions Czekanowski, thus, I 
wonder whether he even knows about him or whether indeed Séguy knew about Czekanowski. 
Séguy’s method was used later on by Goebl himself (e.g. 2005), Kretzschmar (Kretzschmar et 
al. 1989) and Wiik (e.g. 2004) to name a few. Nowadays, dialectometry is usually used as an 
upper category for metrical dialectology but it can also be used to refer specifically to 
Czekanowski’s/Séguy’s method (the Q6 formula). I will use dialectometry only as an upper 
category to avoid confusions. 
 
More recently, dialectometry has spread to contain all kinds of data (e.g. statements of language 
attitudes by Löw 2006, corpus-based dialectometry by Szmrecsanyi 2008) and not just 
information from atlases which was the traditional source of features (e.g. Czekanowski, Séguy, 
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Wiik). However, dialectometry is only a device and not the whole truth. The results are very 
black and white, since in the Q6 formula the features either are or are not similar (it cannot be 
anywhere in between) and for example, according to Löw (2006: 112), Multidimensional 
Scaling gives results from any kind of input, and not just for the correct linguistic features. In 
other words, one has to be very careful with the results and what one draws from them. 
However, dialectometry is very useful because of its objectivity. It is quantitative and therefore 
the calculations ignore politics, social prejudices and history, to name a few influencing factors 
although, of course, the features for the calculations must still be chosen which brings 
subjectivity into the matter, in any case.  
 
4.2 Czekanowski’s method (the Q6 formula) 
 
In Finland, Wiik (2004) studied the Finnish atlas by Kettunen (1940) using dialectometry. He 
has used multiple different quantitative methods but one of them is the Q6 formula. Wiik used 
it to obtain the dialect strengths in other dialects (e.g. what are the amounts of Häme features 
in other dialects in percentages [2004: 136]), whereas this study is using it to determine how 
similar the vowels of the World Englishes are in relation to Received Pronunciation (RP; 
representing British English) and Standard American English (StAmE; representing American 
English). In other words, this study is calculating the RP and StAmE percentages (i.e. the RP 
and StAmE strengths in other Englishes) of the different Englishes chosen.  
 
With the Q6 formula, correlation coefficients will be calculated for each pair of the Englishes, 
as Chambers (1997: 287–288) explains it. It takes as input four values: the number of features 
present in the two Englishes, the number absent in those two Englishes, the number present in 
the first but absent in the second, and the number absent in the first but present in the second. 
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This gives results from 0.0 to 1.0 and these can be transformed into percentages, as already 
mentioned.  
 
The word list (Wells’ [1982] lexical items) used in this study is as follows: KIT, DRESS, TRAP, 
LOT, STRUT, FOOT, BATH, FLEECE, CLOTH, GOOSE, NURSE, CHOICE, MOUTH, 
NEAR, SQUARE, CURE, FACE, GOAT, PRICE, lettER. 
 
The calculations are the simplest when there is no variation within the features. The Refined 
RP has no variation but the other Englishes can have allophones. They are calculated according 
to Wiik’s studies (2004: 136): If there is only one allophone, it is either 1 when it is the same 
as in RP or 0 when it is not. If there are two allophones and one of them is the same as in RP, 
then that feature gets 0.5 as its value. If there are three allophones and one of them is the same 
as in RP, the feature gets 0.33, or 1/3, as its value, etc. If none of the allophones are the same 
as in RP, then the value is 0.  
 
For example, if we look at the lexical item KIT, it is realised as [] in RP and also in StAmE. 
Therefore the value for this lexical item is 1. However, the lexical item DRESS is realised by 
different vowels in RP and StAmE and therefore for this item the value is 0. The same is done 
for all the lexical items. Of the 20 items, 11.5 of them are realised in the same way as in RP 
which translates into 57.5 percent. In other words, StAmE is 57.5 percent similar to RP (which 
is its RP percentage). 
 
The Q6 formula creates a form of correlation analysis. Correlations, in turn, are rather fickle in 
that they need to be examined bearing in mind the context the entire time. In other words, the 
data itself tells us which values of the results are meaningful and which might not be. Mainly, 
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the key is to see the overall view: the individual digits are less important than the entirety that 
is to be represented via all the different numbers and their links together. Considering the data 
of this particular study, this relativity is even more important, since although the entire data is 
from the same opus (which would suggest that they have all been instructed in the same way), 
the different varieties have been studied by various linguists. In correlations, rather low 
percentages can already show compelling if not convincing results. Considering the data which 
consists of vowels and extensively different Englishes, there will be no perfect correlations 
(hundred percent) nor even anything close. With a data like this high correlations are unrealistic. 
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5. Data 
5.1 Variety choices 
 
When conducting research, there are many choices to be made. This is true of any research, of 
course, but since this study explores a selection of varieties instead of all of them (which would 
be impossible), this is particularly poignant here. All of these choices bring more subjectivity 
to the study so it is important to explain them a bit further.  
 
The varieties to which the different Englishes are being compared are RP and StAmE. The L2 
varieties are also compared to one another. As there can only be one variety in Czekanowski’s 
method at a time, there are separate tables for the results. RP is chosen to represent the standard 
variety of British English (BrE). I realise that this is not the variety that the colonisers were 
using since RP evolved later and because the colonisers were not a homogeneous group (many 
regional varieties of English were involved). However, the norm and the prestige variety later 
developed into RP in Britain and the standard must have been of great influence since it was 
most definitely the norm in schools and other formal occasions. I do not have direct access to 
the 19th century standard variety but I will be using the traditional (and refined when possible) 
form of RP instead of the modern one in order to achieve the earliest possible form of RP when 
studying the L1 varieties. The hypothesis for the L1 Englishes is diachronic, but with the L2 
Englishes, we need to conduct the study more synchronically since their histories are 
complicated. Thus, modern RP is used when studying the L2 Englishes. StAmE is chosen to 
serve as American English (AmE) in much the same way as RP since regional variations cannot 
be taken into consideration in this study. Where BrE is trying to achieve the historical and 
traditional correlation of the varieties in this thesis, the correlation given by AmE is representing 
the influence of the media in today’s world.  
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Choosing RP to represent the BrE variety and StAmE to represent AmE are not the only choices 
I have had to make. There is one variety from every geographical area of the Inner Circle 
Englishes in the first part of this study. These selected few can be seen as representing the area 
as a whole for the purposes of this study. Obviously, there is variation between the excluded 
and included varieties but there is no room for all of them. In the second part, where L2 
Englishes are studied, Kachru’s Outer Circle and McArthur’s general geographic areas are 
represented in much the same way. All of the L2 areas are postcolonial. Also, some varieties 
do not have suitable transcripts in The Handbook of Varieties of English (Kortmann et al. 2004; 
HVE) and therefore cannot be taken into consideration.  
 
The selected few are: RP, StAmE, White South African, Australian, and Bahamian English; 
Pakistani, Hausa Nigerian and South Nigerian, Black South African, East African, Malaysian 
and Singapore English. The source for the transcripts is the aforementioned opus HVE and its 
contents dictate to some extent which varieties can be used because in the dialectometric study 
specific words (Wells’ lexical items [1982]) from the varieties are being used and they all have 
to be the same in every variety. Certain words are not found in the descriptions of all the 
varieties and this excludes them from the study. RP is where the study starts and, thus, the RP 
vowel system dictates the test words. The test words stand for the short and long vowels, the 
diphthongs, and the unstressed schwa in RP. They may not be of the same quality or quantity 
in the other Englishes, but this cannot be taken into consideration. 
 
Especially where L1 Englishes are concerned, the RP correlation of this study relies upon 
history, so the age of the primary input of British English, and that is why the oldest and most 
prestigious varieties possible have been picked whenever there have been many alternatives in 
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HVE. The idea is to eliminate as many possible interferences and to see whether even without 
these interferences there still are differences. StAmE is used an indicator for the influence of 
media. In South African English and Australian English, there are both black and white varieties 
from which the white ones are the older and more prestigious ones and which represent the L1 
varieties. Black South African English is explored with the other L2 varieties. In Bahamian 
English there are Anglo-Bahamian and Afro-Bahamian varieties of which Anglo-Bahamian is 
the L1 (English settlers) form. The whites are the ones who brought English into these places 
and therefore have had English in their usage longer. The whites also had the most prestigious 
variety spoken in the society since they had the political and societal power. 
 
According to Lass (2002: 109), Southern Hemisphere Englishes (L1) to develop three major 
lectal types, the Cultivated, General, and Broad varieties (or Conservative, Respectable, and 
Extreme), which are typically perceived by speakers as hierarchically ranked. These emerge 
because of the histories of settlement and internal evolution and because there are and have 
been continuous ties with Britain among the upper and middle classes. Of these, the white 
varieties are the cultivated/conservative ones. RP falls into this category, as well, especially 
when we are talking about RP in the 19th century.  
 
Whites usually had English as their mother tongue whereas with blacks it might have been only 
a second language for a longer period of time, or still is. This would mean that the mother 
tongues of the blacks have probably influenced their English varieties heavily (see ch. 2). 
Obviously the influence might have reached the white varieties, as well, but not as heavily. On 
the other hand, the white varieties may have had other languages in play, as well, and not just 
the black varieties. For example, in South Africa, Afrikaans has affected White South African 
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English immensely, just like it has affected the indigenous languages, as well.2 Everything 
cannot be taken into account but the white varieties probably have less influence from contacts 
with other languages than the black varieties. As Lass (2002: 104) puts it: “So it should not be 
construed as racist or insensitive to take white SAE [South African English] as a kind of 
reference point for all other [South African] varieties; this is simply a matter of history.”  
 
The L2 Englishes are organised according to their lectal types. Pakistani English and the 
Nigerian Englishes are acrolects, Black South African, East African and Malaysian Englishes 
are mesolects, and Singapore English is the only basilect in this study. As we will see in section 
5.3, there are two aspects that need to be taken into consideration: The Pakistani English 
transcript relies merely on six informants and the Nigerian English transcripts have been 
construed without corpora. These facts add tentativeness.  
 
The L2 Englishes represent the diversity of English. However, since the aim is still to study 
established varieties, pidgins/creoles and foreign language varieties are excluded. The problem 
with L2 varieties is that there is no clear cut line between L1s and L2s, and, especially in the 
case of Black South African English, the line is very thin indeed. The chosen varieties have as 
similar kinds of historical backgrounds as possible (i.e. Britain as their former coloniser, which 
excludes Philippine English, for example) and are not minority varieties of English in countries 
where English is the predominant language (excludes Maori and Aboriginal English, for 
example). However, one of the biggest limiting factors again is HVE since that is the source for 
the transcripts. In short, if it is not in the opus, it is not in this study either. There are also some 
problems with some of the transcripts (e.g. too much variation like in Indian English, missing 
                                                   
2 E.g., thanks to my teacher in the subject, Levi Namaseb (UNAM), I know that there are a lot of loanwords from 
Afrikaans in Khoekhoegowab (Nama-Damara).  
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lexical items etc.) which exclude them. The following sections provide information on 
historical development of the Englishes chosen.  
 
Kachru et al. (2006: vii–viii) divides all the Englishes into diasporas: In the first diaspora of 
English he places English in Wales, Ireland and Scotland. The second brought English into the 
US, Australia and New Zealand. The third includes L1 and L2 varieties of English in Asia, 
Africa, Americas, and Europe (e.g. South Asian Englishes, South African Englishes, Caribbean 
Englishes, Euro-Englishes). Finally, Kachru calls World Englishes the fourth diaspora of 
English. This gives us clues to the historical development of the Englishes that we are going to 
look at next in more detail.  
 
5.2 The first language Englishes chosen 
 
(i) RP  
The starting point for the study is RP which will represent British English. I will use Upton’s 
article (2004: 217–219, 220) to present RP more closely. Jones (1917: viii, cited in Upton 2004: 
217) called this variety the PSP, Public School (in Britain this means private boarding schools) 
Pronunciation and, according to him, it was the accent of the South of England and of educated 
people. By 1926, he switched the label into RP. Upton states that the British are remarkably 
judgemental about all accents because accent is the target of people's perceptions. In Britain, 
RP is usually considered to be remote from the speech of most Britons. Upton uses three 
different varieties of RP in his table: RP, Ramsaran's (1990: 179, cited in Upton 2004: 219) 
traditional RP, and Cruttenden’s Refined RP (1994: 80, cited in Upton 2004: 219). Traditional 
RP, he remarks, is old-fashioned, affected, “posh” (mainly negative) to Britons. Cruttenden's 
Refined RP is the oldest form of RP and is hardly ever heard or used nowadays. It is even more 
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outmoded than Traditional RP and strikes one as amusing. It is mainly used in comedy 
nowadays. Upton emphasises that RP is no longer a product of elevated upbringing or social 
pretension and that it is no longer associated with any particular geographical region. In this 
study I will be using Traditional and Refined RP in order to get as close to the 19th century as 
possible.  
 
RP had a very different kind of a ring to it in the past in Britain and relics of that usage have 
stayed in the World Englishes. Upton (2004: 220) emphasises the lessening cultural status of 
RP in Britain but he does not take into account the fact that this can be very different in the 
countries where World Englishes are spoken. I would argue that the Englishes that have cut 
themselves from the Western world linguistically have also cut themselves from the linguistic 
developments in Britain and the USA. Arcaic forms must survive in some form in the World 
Englishes. This is yet another reason why RP represents British English in this thesis.  
 
(ii) Standard American English (StAmE)  
According to Kretzschmar (2004: 258–260), the first settlement in the USA was founded in the 
17th century and in those days many kinds of different dialects were found in all colonies. At 
the end of the century, larger amounts of settlers from all over Europe started to pour in but by 
then English had already been established. This was the beginning of new American English. 
American English spread from East to West with the westward expansion and American 
English started to diffuse gradually. The Eastern coastal cities were wealthier and so their 
dialect became the prestige dialect. According to McDavid (1948, cited in Kretzschmar 2004: 
259), the loss of postvocalic [r] in Charleston was considered socially dispreferred speech. In 
the 18th century, the notion of a standard started to be associated with social status just as in 
England. Education was the key to a more prestigious accent in all regions. All in all, however, 
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already then the accents were able to be divided into Northern, Midland, and Southern 
American English accents (Kurath 1949, Kurath and McDavid 1961, cited in Kretzschmar 
2004: 260).  
  
Kretzschmar (2004: 261) continues that nowadays suburban housing has strengthened the 
prestige accent of Standard American English because sociolinguistically the density and 
multiplexity of linguistic interactions have decreased. In older cities, people of different 
economic registers mingle more. Also, the highly educated are the ones that travel more and 
this levels the highly educated speech all over the country. The highly educated do not want to 
show any regional affiliations in formal settings and so avoid marked features.  
 
Lass (2002: 108–109) adds (as already mentioned in section 1.2) that in 1776, the US cut itself 
off from the larger British community while South Africa, Australia and New Zealand 
maintained close ties to Britain throughout the 19th century and most of the 20th century. 
However, the distinctions between the US and the Southern Hemisphere Englishes are eroding 
due to the dominant world-wide role of American popular culture bringing American English 
progressively familiar. For this very reason, American English is selected to provide the media 
correlation analysis in this study.  
 
(iii) White South African English (WSAfE)  
According to Bowerman (2004: 931–932), both the Dutch and the British fought over the Cape 
but finally in 1814 Britain proclaimed the colony theirs. About 4500 Britons landed at Algoa 
Bay in 1820 and 1821. These, the 1820 Settlers as they were called, belonged mainly to the 
working class and they were from all over Britain. They spoke regional dialects rather than RP. 
They were farming as neighbours of the Dutch settlers and therefore the regional dialect 
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distinctions levelled within two generations (Lanham 1982: 325, cited in Bowerman 2004: 
932). In 1822, English became the sole official language. The Dutch were unhappy with that, 
so they started the Great Trek (1834–1836). With this they founded three territories: the South 
African Republic which became known as Transvaal, The Orange River Sovereignty which 
became known as the Orange Free State, and Natalia. Dutch was the official language of these 
three but English was still the hallmark of a good education (Lanham 1982: 325, cited in 
Bowerman 2004: 932).  
 
Bowerman (2004: 932–933) continues with the territories: the British proclaimed Natal a crown 
colony and it received English settlers in 1848–1862. The settlers were from the middle or 
higher classes (Lanham 1982: 325, cited in Bowerman 2004: 932). While the Cape colony’s 
English was levelled sociolinguistically, the stratification survived in Natal. There were four 
territories until the 1870s. In Transvaal and the Orange Free State, the beginning of diamond 
and gold industries commenced the mineral revolution (Lanham 1982: 327, cited in Bowerman 
2004: 932). This coincided with the Industrial Revolution in Europe and the US. The revolution 
brought more social stratification (Lanham 1982: 327, cited in Bowerman 2004: 933). In the 
white communities social stratification could be categorised by the 1800s as: British 
(immigrants), colonial, Dutch, and European Jew (Lanham 1982: 327, cited in Bowerman 2004: 
933). The British and Natal accents had the highest status, whereas the L1 Cape colonial variety 
and Afrikaans English were not differentiated in the ears of the majority (Lanham 1982: 327, 
cited in Bowerman 2004: 933).  
 
According to Bowerman (2004: 933–934), the British took hold of the Boer republics as a result 
of one of the South African Wars or the Second Boer War (1899–1902). This started an influx 
of English speakers into the Boer areas and this increased the status of English. The British 
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colonials and English dominated until the end of World War II. Afrikaans (South African Dutch 
until 1924) retained its official status and maintained its status as a significant home language 
but was dominated by English in the cities and in all public spheres (Watermeyer 1996: 103, 
cited in Bowerman 2004: 933). Afrikaner nationalism rose and this caused more division among 
the white population. The Afrikaners aligned themselves politically with Nazi Germany. In 
1948, the Afrikaners won national (only whites) elections and this enhanced the status and use 
of Afrikaans. The Afrikaners dominated until 1994 and during this time of apartheid, Afrikaans 
was the de facto official language which limited the influence of English, particularly in African 
education (Lanham 1996: 26, cited in Bowerman 2004: 934). However, the L1 English speaking 
community remained significant, since English was legally equal to Afrikaans, and continued 
to dominate in commerce, higher education and industry (Mesthrie 2002: 22, cited in 
Bowerman 2004: 934). The entire white school population had to learn both official languages. 
The government attempted to impose Afrikaans (joint medium of instruction with English) in 
Black secondary schools and this led to the Soweto riots of 1976. English benefited because 
Afrikaans was more imposed and therefore nowadays the black population prefer English.3  
 
Finally, Bowerman (2004: 934–935) concludes with recent history and the present situation: 
The ANC (African National Congress) won the 1994 elections (post-apartheid, the first 
democratic elections) and assigned eleven official languages. The decline of Afrikaans has been 
drastic in public roles while the dominance of English is almost total, especially in education. 
English is the aspired language in New South Africa, although only 8.2 percent of the 
population (Census 2001, ten years later in 2011 the percentage was 9.6) have it as their L1. 
The correlation between ethnic affiliations and a dialect of English remains significant because 
                                                   
3 I was in Namibia and South Africa in 2008 and I noticed that some blacks even refused to speak Afrikaans 
because of the history, although their proficiency in Afrikaans was higher than in English. 
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of the history. South African English used to refer to White South African English only, but 
nowadays it is used as a cover term (following de Klerk 1996, cited in Bowerman 2004: 935). 
WSAfE is still the standard. Dialectologically WSAfE can be divided into (Western) Cape, 
Natal and Transvaal (Gauteng) English, and recognisable Namibian and Zimbabwean dialects 
(Namibian and Zimbabwean dialects are seen as offshoots of WSAfE). WSAfE can be divided 
broadly into Cultivated (closely approximating RP, associated with upper class), General 
(middle class) and Broad (working class and/or Afrikaans descent approximating L2 Afrikaans 
English variety) registers. However, we must bear in mind that WSAfE has a lot of variation in 
every respect (e.g. WSAfE is thought to be a non-rhotic accent but in fact it is only semi-rhotic 
and therefore the same speaker can have many allophones for the same word with more or less 
rhoticity [Lass and Wright 1986: 204].) 
 
This study will be using the Cultivated register as much as possible. The transcripts dictate how 
much that is possible, though. The division into Cultivated, General, and Broad is best marked 
and recognised in AusE and WSAfE. ABahE has this division in practice but not in the 
transcripts.  
 
(iv) Australian English (AusE)  
Horvath (2004: 625–626) begins with the settlers: Australia began to be settled in 1788 mostly 
by convicts who were from all over England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, and from all of the 
layers of the social spectrum. In Australia, there was a built-in social division between freemen 
and convicts and this was passed on to their children, as well. At first, by far, men outnumbered 
women. Horvath mentions Alexander G. Mitchell writing in the 1940s that there are no social 
dialects in Australia but later recognised Broad (spoken by one third of the population, is least 
prestigious, has most marked characteristics), General (spoken by majority of the population, 
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in between the two extremes) and Cultivated Australian English (spoken by ten percent of 
Australians, the most prestigious). Horvath argues (as already mentioned in section 1.3) that 
vowels are the most distinctive characteristics of the phonological system of any variety of 
English and therefore also of Australian English. This study will be using the Cultivated form 
whenever possible (or else General Australian English) since it is the most prestigious and 
therefore the most formal variety closest to RP.  
 
Leitner (1984: 56–64, 79) argues that AusE has always been in between British and American 
English influence. AusE has had a continuous flow of communication with American English 
for the last 150 years. However, it was a part of the Commonwealth and the Australian 
Broadcasting Commission (ABC; 1932–1983) used a voice that was both historically and 
linguistically modelled on the BBC English. ABC’s language policy was as follows: In 1932–
1941, pure British English (educated Southern English accent) was the language to speak. In 
1942–1951, they started to reflect their use of British English and, in 1952–1971, Early 
Australian English Policies (pronunciation) emerged. In the year 1971, Australian English 
Policies came about.  
 
The transcripts for AusE are not from Horvath herself but from Clark (1989). All the other 
transcripts used in this study are from the authors of the presentations of the varieties. This 
makes the transcripts of AusE a bit older than the rest of the transcripts.   
 
(v) (Anglo-)Bahamian English (ABahE)  
According to Childs and Wolfram (2004: 435–438), the Bahamas is usually considered as 
Caribbean but in many ways it is more closely linked with the US. Of the Bahamians, 85 percent 
are Afro-Bahamian and many of them came originally from the Gullah-speaking areas of South 
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Carolina and Georgia. The other major group of people is the Anglo-Bahamian and many of 
the original Anglo-Bahamian settlers were British loyalists from the USA. The Bahamas 
received their first English settlers already in 1648 from Bermuda but many British loyalists 
fled for the Bahamas after the American Revolutionary War (Rebellion) in 1780. Those that 
were too poor to sail home stayed, all in all 5 000 to 8 000 of them. The Afro-Bahamians gained 
control after independence in 1973 and the Anglo-Bahamian function mainly on the periphery 
of Bahamian culture, living mostly on the outlying cays. In the grammar of Afro-Bahamian 
English, there is a basilectal-acrolectal continuum but it is not so evident in phonetics. Afro-
Bahamian and Anglo-Bahamian are ethnolinguistic distinctions, and since the white varieties 
of English are used in order to obtain the oldest and most prestigious form of English, Anglo-
Bahamian English is used in this study.  
 
The main language in the Bahamas is Creole English (85%) and the second most spoken 
language is Creole French (15 %) (Anhava 2005: 261). This does not leave English a lot of 
space when it comes to first languages. However, arguably Anglo-Bahamian English could be 
seen as a kind of a relic, since it is rather isolated. This makes ABahE a very interesting variety 
to study.  
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Lass (2004: 369–370) sums up the histories into the following:  
 
1. Northern Hemisphere Extraterritorial Englishes (ETEs); USA, Canada, Ireland: Primary 
input (of English) from the 17th century (USA 1607, Canada 1583, but mainly from 1713).  
 
2. Southern ETEs; South Africa, Australia, New Zealand: Primary input from the late 18 th 
century and early 19th century (Australia 1788, New Zealand [via Australia] 1792 > 18404, 
South Africa first in 1795, again in 1806 and 1814; first really large input in 1820, then in the 
1840s and finally in the 1870s).  
 
ABahE can be included into the Southerm ETEs despite its geographical location because of 
the time of primary input of English. However, ABahE came to the Bahamas via the US 
(although with Britons) and so this might have an effect on it, as well.  
 
5.3 Second language Englishes chosen 
 
(i) Pakistani English 
As Mahboob and Ahmar (2004: 1003) state, until 1947, Pakistan was a part of the British 
Empire since it was a part of India, as well. English continued to gain political and social status 
throughout the British era because of economic and social mobility associated with the 
language. After independence in 1947, English remained as an official language in both 
countries since it was so entrenched in the socio-political fabric. English was learnt either by 
contact or through formal schooling. The teachers were mostly Indians because of the lack of 
                                                   
4 Captain Arthur Phillip became the governor of the colony of New South Wales in 1788. According to his 
commission, New South Wales included also New Zealand. In 1840, the Treaty of Waitangi was signed and the 
British gained sovereignty.  
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British teachers. Other lingua francas in India and Pakistan (Hindi, Urdu, Dravidian languages) 
are highly associated with the respective religions and thus English has been preferred as the 
neutral language.  
 
According to Mahboob and Ahmar (2004: 1004), English has been seen as the language of 
colonialism in Pakistan and there were strong oppositions towards it but since there was a lack 
of sufficient material in local languages to use in education and other domains, English was the 
most politically neutral language available, and since none of the religious groups had enough 
political power, English maintained its supremacy. In 1978, Urdu replaced English in education 
but English was changed back in 1987 since the change to Urdu had not been planned well and 
it had been a hurriedly passed policy. English is now seen as a means of economic development.  
 
Mahboob and Ahmar (2004: 1004–1006) continue that Pakistani English (PakE) is seen as a 
part of a pan-South Asian model of English (Kachru 1983, cited in Mahboob & Ahmar 2004: 
1004). However, PakE is heterogeneous itself due to socio-economic, geographic, and 
educational backgrounds, and because of the various L1s behind it (72 living languages [Lewis 
et al. 2015: Ethnologue]). There are about 150 million people in Pakistan. The transcript for 
PakE is mainly based on native speakers of Urdu since it is the national language of Pakistan. 
The data derives from six educated 22–37-year olds by Karachi (2002, quoted in Mahboob and 
Ahmar 2004: 1006). This means that the data is based on only a handful of informants’ 
language. (However, this may also suggest an in-depth analysis.) 
 
(ii) Nigerian English 
As gut (2004: 813) explains, Nigeria has a population of about 130 million people and it is 
estimated that about 505 languages are spoken in the area (Grimes & Grimes 2000, cited in Gut 
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2004: 813; Lewis et al. 2015 [Ethnologue] lists 520 living languages [2015]). The biggest 
indigenous languages are Igbo (South-East), Yoruba (South-West), and Hausa (North) with 
about 18 million speakers each. Of the non-indigenous languages, English is spoken throughout 
the country, Arabic mainly in the north, and French is also used to some extent. English is 
considered the official language but there is no government statute stating this. According to 
Schaefer and Egkobhare (1999, cited in Gut 2004: 813), the younger generations’ use of English 
is increasing. English is used in formal contexts, such as government, education, literature, 
business, commerce and as a lingua franca among the educated elite. It is also the majority 
language of the media (newspapers, TV, radio). 
 
English can be seen as ethnopolitically neutral but it is also considered the language of the elite 
(Jowitt 1997, cited in Gut 2004: 814). According to Gut (2004: 814, 817), it is also seen as the 
language of colonialism. However, English is also a symbol of modernisation and a means of 
success and mobility.  
 
According to Gut (2004: 814–817), English was first a trading language in Nigeria in the 16th 
century and this evolved into a pidgin which is the probable predecessor of the modern day 
Nigerian Pidgin English (Bamgbose 1997, cited in Gut 2004: 814). In the middle of the 19th 
century, Britain took over power in Southern Nigeria. The missionaries were ordered to teach 
English and state schools were established. This especially profited Muslims, who had no 
access to missionary schools. The first state school was opened in 1899. Nigeria gained her 
independence in 1960 and declared herself a Republic in 1963. RP was held as the norm in 
schools for a long time; hence, RP had some predominance and prestige in Nigeria. Nowadays, 
however, American English is gaining prestige because of students returning from their studies 
in the US (Jowitt 1997, cited in Gut 2004: 815). A native-like accent (towards RP; a small 
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minority who have lived in Britain or are newsreaders etc. have this accent) is not of high 
prestige in Nigeria, but ridiculed as affected and arrogant.  
 
Gut (2004: 816–817) continues that in addition to the divisions made by different accents, 
Nigerian English (NigE) is usually divided into sub-varieties according to ethnic groups. This 
is due to the historical backgrounds, different input dialects, the minimal interaction between 
the North and the South before 1947, and other foreign languages (i.e. contact factors).  
 
The sub-varieties examined here will be Educated Hausa English (HNigE) and Educated 
Southern Nigerian English (SNigE) (Jibril 1986; Jowitt 1991, cited in Gut 2004). According to 
Gut (2004: 818), there are no corpora available so these transcripts are more idealised than the 
rest. This will be further discussed in results.  
 
(iii) Black South African English5  
According Van Rooy (2004: 943), the second language variety of Black South African English 
(BSAfE) was rather homogenous during apartheid, but it is starting to diffuse. This is due to 
new diversity of lifestyles, education and cultural mixing. It is finding its way to homes since 
it is losing its associations with the black elite.  
 
Van Rooy (2004: 944–945) states that in African Englishes, vowel contrasts are reduced by 
neutralisation of the tense/lax contrast and the avoidance of central vowels, especially schwa. 
Some consonant clusters have been simplified. The speech is syllable-timed rather than stress-
timed and other prosodic aspects are also different. This leads to a different intonation structure. 
This study uses the mesolectal variety (acrolectal is contrasted with mesolectal mostly by 
                                                   
5 See WSAfE for more detailed account of the historical background of South Africa and South African English. 
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having more variation). It is spoken fluently by educated speakers. It has salient features of 
pronunciation (like vowel mergers) so it is not considered overtly prestigious. The database 
used by Van Rooy and Van Huyssteen (2000) is a mix of spontaneous speech and phonetic 
transcriptions.  
 
(iv) East African English  
According to Schmied (2004: 918), East Africa means the heartland of Kenya, Uganda and 
Tanzania in this study because they share a common Anglophone background. There are 
numerous indigenous languages, mainly from Bantu and Nilo-Saharan language families as 
mother tongues, and a common lingua franca, Kiswahili. All of the countries have interesting 
mixtures of Islamic, Christian and native African religious and cultural beliefs, and East African 
Community (1967–1976, 1997 onwards) serves as an expression of these similarities.  
 
As Schmied (2004: 919–920) explain, British and German colonial power was established in 
the last decades of the 19th century mainly through Zanzibar. The European intrusion followed 
the established Swahili trade routes and used their language, Kiswahili, as a lingua franca. A 
brief German interlude established Kiswahili, not German, in the colony and this led to the 
success of Kiswahili as a truly national language in Tanzania later on. The British practiced 
indirect rule and the Land Ordinance Act (1923) secured land rights for Africans (unlike in 
Zimbabwe, for example) but in reality the British established a three-class system with whites 
at the top, Indians in the middle, and black Africans at the bottom. Indians had come mainly for 
the construction of the railways and they became the middlemen who could be accused of 
exploitation by the European settlers and even more by the Africans. Idi Amin caused their 
Exodus from Uganda in 1972, they being an easy target.  
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According to Schmied (2004: 920–921), there were trifocal or trilingual systems usually 
established in Africa, the local vernaculars being means of local communication, regional 
lingua francas means of intraterritorial communication, and English being the international and 
elite language. The German missionaries used Kiswahili (changed to Latin spelling) whilst the 
Protestants favoured the ethnic languages (in Martin Luther’s tradition). After the German 
administration, the British admired the German way of communicating in Kiswahili with the 
villages and thus English became a language of the elitist circles only. Local languages were 
used for local communication and basic education, Kiswahili in ethnically mixed centres and 
English for the highest functions in administration, law and education. The expansion of 
English down the social hierarchy began with democratisation and expansion of education.  
 
Schmied (2004: 921–922) states that speakers’ level of English is based on two main factors 
(apart from mass media): 1. their education (duration and degree), and 2. their occupation 
(necessity and frequency of usage). The varieties of East African English (EAfE) show the 
characteristics of New Englishes (see Platt, Weber and Ho 1984).  
 
Schmied (2004: 923–924) continues that Kiswahili is the true national language of Tanzania 
whilst in Kenya it is still somewhat associated with the lower classes. In Uganda, it is still 
associated with the troubled times of the rule of Idi Amin. This leaves more room for English. 
Good English is a sign of a good education in East Africa. White English is marginal only. The 
problem is in education, where English comes into the picture from upper primary school 
onwards. This means that the pupils do not get proper basics for English (the same happens in 
Namibia, for example). The speakers strive for British English morphology and syntax but 
British pronunciation is considered as highly unnatural.  
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(v) Malaysian English  
As Baskaran (2004: 1034–1035) explains, there is a lot of ethnic diversity due to several phases 
and aspects of conquest or colonisation and settlement in Malaysia. Therefore, there are the 
indigenous Malay speakers with their Austroasiatic counterparts and the settler population: the 
Chinese, Arabs, and Eurasians. Both the Austronesian and Austroasiatic speakers are included 
in the Malays and they form about fifty-five percent of the population. The Chinese community 
is the second largest with about thirty percent and the Indian community the third largest with 
about ten percent. The remaining, who are mostly Eurasians, make up about five percent of the 
population. Eurasians and those who inter-marry use English or Malay as their home language.  
 
According to Baskaran (2004: 1035–1036), the official national language of Malaysia is Bahasa 
Malaysia but prior to 1967 there were two official languages since English had that status, as 
well. In 1967, English was accorded the status of a strong second language. Chinese and Tamil 
are the most spoken vernaculars. This means that English is used in meetings, conferences and 
anything with an international audience. Thus, it is, according to the government, the language 
of international communication, whilst Bahasa Malaysia is maintaining its position as the 
official language within the country. Bahasa Malaysia is also used in all levels of education. In 
universities, some courses are provided in English.  
 
Baskaran (2004: 1036–1037) states that there is a standardised variety of Malaysian English 
(MalE) which functions as a model variety. It has elements of nativisation: there is an influx of 
lexis from other local languages, and there are also some phonological and syntactic features 
that differ from Inner Circle Englishes. According to Baskaran, there is also differentiation 
between the standardised norm and the more communicative style that is used in the speech of 
most users. These are usually labelled as a mesolect, an acrolect and a basilect. The acrolectal 
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variety tends towards Standard British English (there are some differences in lexis and 
phonology which are tolerated). The mesolectal variety is the variety that most Malaysians use 
in informal situations. The basilectal variety signifies most often the uneducated style of speech 
communication and could be called a patois. In Malaysia, the basilect is usually known as 
broken English or half-past six English (i.e. below expectation or standard).  
 
The mesolectal MalE has been influenced by local languages and there are also modifications 
by way of overgeneralisation, simplification, omission, etc. that have become fossilised. Before, 
MalE was linked closely to Singapore English (SigE) but that is no longer appropriate because 
Singapore gained its independence from Malaysia in 1965 and there have been different 
language policies in Singapore and Malaysia from thereon. There are also significant 
differences in the substrates: Chinese varieties predominate in Singapore but are a minority in 
Malaysia. (Baskaran 2004: 1037.) Thus, it is interesting to have both MalE and SgE in the same 
study. 
 
(vi) Singapore English  
According to Wee (2004: 1017), English came to Singapore in 1819 when Sir Stamford Raffles 
set up the first major British trade settlement there. From thereon, there was a formal connection 
between Singapore and Britain (Gupta 1998: 106, cited in Wee 2004: 1017). There was a 
‘capitan’ system in Singapore at the time which divided the society into three groups: Malays, 
Chinese, Indians, and the rest were labelled as ‘others’ (Bloom 1986: 352, cited in Wee 2004: 
1017). The British preserved this ethnically-based system and it can still be seen today.  
 
Wee (2004: 1017–1018) continues that the British wanted to cultivate an English-speaking elite 
and thus English became the language by which socio-economic mobility could be gained. The 
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ones with greater proficiency in English came to cover a much wider occupational range. Along 
with this formal variety that was taught in schools, there also developed a colloquial variety of 
English. The other local languages, such as Hokkien, Cantonese, Malay, and Tamil, have 
influenced the colloquial variety to a high degree. It developed on the playgrounds of schools 
and spread from there to the homes.  
 
Wee (2004: 1019) states that today, there are four official languages in Singapore: Malay, 
Mandarin, Tamil, and English. Malay is used as the national language in ceremonial functions 
since Singapore was a part of the Malaysian Federation until 1965 and because Singapore is 
surrounded by Malay-Muslim countries and its government wants to reassure that Singapore is 
closer to them than China. The government groups the population into four main categories; 
Chinese, Malay, Indian, and ‘Others’ (mostly Eurasian and European) as already mentioned. It 
has a policy of multi-racialism which gives all the groups an equal status but at the same time 
maintains the compartmentalisation and distinctiveness amongst the races. English is the only 
language with no ethnic affiliations. The government wants to keep it as neutral as possible and 
thus wants English to be a lingua franca which allows access to Western science. English is, 
therefore, the medium of education. According to Gupta (1998: 120, cited in Wee 2004: 1019), 
the higher the social class is, the more likely it is that English is an important domestic language.  
 
According to Wee (2004: 1021–1022), the society is very meritocratic but the government does 
not want Western values. Hence, there is a bilingual policy in Singapore known as “English-
knowing bilingualism”. English functions as the language of modernity while the mother 
tongues are cultural anchors that ground individuals to traditional values and Asian identities. 
The unacceptability of English as a mother tongue creates conflicts since there is evidence that 
English is growing rapidly as a home language. In 1999, the contemporary Prime Minister 
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hoped that Singaporeans would no longer speak Singlish, (i.e. Colloquial Singapore English): 
“Singlish is not English. It is English corrupted by Singaporeans […] Let me emphasise that 
my message that we must speak Standard English is targeted primarily at the younger 
generations. […] we should ensure that the next generation does not speak Singlish (The Straits 
Times, 29 Aug 1999).” The government launched the Speak Good English Movement in 2000. 
There has been resistance towards the movement from Singaporeans who see Singlish as “a key 
ingredient in the unique melting pot that is Singapore” (Hwee Hwee Tan, Time Magazine, 29 
Jul 2002, cited in Wee 2004: 1022).  
 
As Wee (2004: 1022–1023) explains, there have been two academic approaches to Singapore 
English (SgE). It can either be seen as a continuum where the different varieties on the 
continuum have been labelled as acro-, meso-, and basilects. The critique against this approach 
is mostly concerning the terms that have been developed in the study of pidgins/creoles: can 
they be used straightforwardly in Singapore English? However, as we have seen from this 
thesis, these terms are been used in L2 studies nowadays quite effortlessly. The other approach 
sees the situation as diglossia (Gupta 1994). The advantages of this approach are that it treats 
the continuum in terms of communicative choice rather than proficiency. There are two 
varieties: the Low differs from the High mainly in syntax and morphology. When a speaker is 
using the Low instead of the High variety, it is a matter of choice and not a matter of proficiency. 
The choice is based on context and the affective message involved. It also sees SgE as a native 
variety which can and should be described autonomously. The critique towards this approach 
complains that the Low and High are not strictly separated but that they leak into one another 
which means that the term diglossia is not being used traditionally. All in all, there is a lot of 
codeswitching from one variety to another and there are negative attitudes towards Colloquial 
Singapore English. The transcripts are based on the colloquial variety.  
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6. Results 
 
All of the transcripts are more or less descriptive abstracts and as such do not represent the 
whole variety fully. Also, as has already been mentioned, there is a lot of variation in all of 
these varieties and therefore these descriptions are mostly only crude generalisations. With 
dialectometry, this variation is even more simplified. This should be taken into consideration 
when interpreting the results. The selections are carefully made and the aim is to have as few 
differences as possible and then see how dissimilar the vowels of the Englishes nevertheless 
are (if they are). 
 
The word list (Wells’ [1982] lexical items) used in this study is as follows: KIT, DRESS, TRAP, 
LOT, STRUT, FOOT, BATH, FLEECE, CLOTH, GOOSE, NURSE, CHOICE, MOUTH, 
NEAR, SQUARE, CURE, FACE, GOAT, PRICE, lettER. 
 
The transcriptions have all been done with IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) so the same 
principles should apply to all transcriptions. The secondary diacritics have been dismissed and 
the primary ones have been left intact. Also, semivariants in AusE have been overlooked. For 
example, in FLEECE there were two other variants, as well, which both had a flavour of a 
schwa-sound but not a full schwa-sound. Below is the vowel chart according to IPA.  
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Figure 6.1 Vowel chart by IPA (Daniel Jones’ chart; SIL International 2015) 
   
 
In AusE and WSAfE, in the explanations of the tables, there were different varieties within 
them, namely Cultivated, General and Broad varieties but these could not be used because they 
were not separated within every word/vowel. Therefore, I relied mainly on the tables and not 
explanations. In RP, Refined RP was mentioned only in some of the explanations and not in the 
tables so I used the ones on the table and complemented the paradigm with regular RP (that was 
also in the same table). For the L1 Englishes, the most historical RP has been selected to achieve 
more diachronic results. For L2 Englishes, modern RP has been used to create a more 
synchronic overview. Hence, the L1 and L2 results are examined separately.  
 
AusE did not have BATH and WSAfE did not have CLOTH in their descriptions so they have 
been substituted with START and THOUGHT which should be the same vowels. In StAmE, 
the unmarked pronunciation of the words has been used.  
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6.1 Results for the first language Englishes 
 
(i) RP percentages  
The corresponding vowels are in bold type and the percentages have been calculated as 
described in chapter 4. The following table depicts both the data and the results.  
 
Table 6.1 RP percentages of L1 Englishes 
Test Words RP WSAfE AusE ABahE StAmE 
KIT     
DRESS     
TRAP     
LOT     
STRUT     
FOOT     
BATH     
FLEECE     
CLOTH     
GOOSE     
NURSE     
CHOICE     
MOUTH     
NEAR     
SQUARE     
CURE     
FACE     
GOAT     
PRICE     
lettER     
 
Results 20/20= 
100 % 
7.5/20= 
37.5 % 
5.3/20= 
26.5 % 
3.5/20= 
17.5 % 
11.5/20= 
57.5 % 
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The hypothesis was that the younger Englishes would be closer to RP than the older ones. 
Therefore, the order should be the one in the table: RP, WSAfE, AusE, ABahE, and StAmE 
because then it would go according to the time line of colonisation (WSAfE: mainly 1820 
onwards, AusE: 1788 onwards, ABahE: 17th and 18th century but mainly through the USA, 
StAmE: 17th century onwards). WSAfE has almost forty percent of its vowels the same as RP 
and AusE almost thirty percent. ABahE is the least like RP with respect to vowels with less 
than twenty percent similarity. The clear deviant, however, is StAmE with about sixty percent 
though it should be, according to my hypothesis, the furthest variety from RP. In short, the only 
variety differing from the expected order is StAmE and it is not only slightly off the course but 
it is the most similar one in relation to RP of all of the studied varieties.  
 
(ii) StAmE percentages 
The StAmE percentages are as follows:  
 
Table 6.2 StAmE percentages of L1 Englishes 
Test Words StAmE WSAfE AusE ABahE RP 
KIT     
DRESS     
TRAP     
LOT     
STRUT     
FOOT     
BATH     
FLEECE     
CLOTH     
GOOSE     
NURSE     
CHOICE     
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MOUTH     
NEAR     
SQUARE     
CURE     
FACE     
GOAT     
PRICE     
lettER     
 
Results 20/20= 
100 % 
3.7/20= 
18.5 % 
4.1/20= 
20.5 % 
7/20= 
37.5 % 
11.5/20= 
57.7 % 
 
The results differ from the RP percentages significantly. In fact, the order is completely 
reversed. WSAfE has the least similarities with StAmE with less than twenty percent and with 
AusE, the percentage is just over twenty. However, ABahE is almost forty percent similar to 
StAmE and RP, obviously, almost sixty percent similar to StAmE, as we already learnt from 
the RP percentages. The geographical distance between the Bahamas and the US is very short, 
indeed (from Nassau, Bahamas to Miami: 182 miles), so this result is not that surprising. 
Tourists and the media are definitely a factor here.  
 
The results are further highlighted in the following diagram where the two different, almost 
reversed, orders can be seen more clearly:  
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Figure 6.2 RP and StAmE percentages of L1 Englishes 
 
6.2 Results for the second language Englishes 
 
The results for the L2 Englishes are divided into two sub-sections according to the hypotheses. 
The first one examines the target language correlations and the second one correlations between 
the L2 Englishes. The percentages between the L2 varieties can be found in the appendices 
(tables).  
 
6.2.1 Target language percentages 
 
(i) RP percentages 
The RP and StAmE percentages of the varieties are calculated in order to see exactly how close 
the varieties are to the target languages (TLs). These L2 varieties should be closer to RP 
according to their history since all of their origins are in British English rather than American 
English. However, the media plays a huge role nowadays, as well. The main hypothesis 
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concerning the L2 varieties is that the L2 Englishes are closer to one another than to RP or 
StAmE because of the nature and functions of L2 varieties. The first table depicts the RP 
percentages of the L2 Englishes: 
 
Table 6.3 RP percentages of L2 Englishes 
Test 
Words 
RP PakE 
(acro) 
HNigE 
(acro) 
SNigE 
(acro) 
BSAfE 
(meso) 
EAfE 
(meso) 
MalE 
(meso) 
SgE 
(basi) 
KIT ɪ ɪ ɪ i i i i i 
DRESS  e , a   e   
TRAP a  a a  a   
LOT   a   o   
STRUT   ,    a   
FOOT  u  u u u u u 
BATH ,a ,  a a  a   
FLEECE ɪ i i i i i i, i i 
CLOTH  , , o    o   
GOOSE u u u u u u u, u u 
NURSE   a , , a  a   
CHOICE ɪ ɪ i i ɪ oɪ i i 
MOUTH a a  au, u au , o a au au 
NEAR ɪ ɪ, e ia ia, ija e ɪa i, i i 
SQUARE  e, ɪ, ɪ ea ia, ea  ea   
CURE , ,e,e ua ua o a   
FACE eɪ eɪ, e e e, a ɪ, eɪ,  e e, e6 e 
GOAT  , o,  o o,  ,  o o, o o 
PRICE ɪ aɪ ai, i ai ɪ aɪ ai ai 
lettER   a a  a   
                                                   
6 In the HVE, it has [e, e] in the lexical item of FACE in MalE. Clearly, the other variant should have something 
following it. However, I cannot guess it and therefore I have been forced to ignore it.  
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Results 20/20= 
100 % 
7.8/20= 
38.8 % 
4/20=  
20 %  
2/20=  
10 % 
3.3/20= 
16.7 % 
2.5/20=  
12.5 % 
1.8/20= 
9.2 % 
1/20= 
5 % 
 
As we can see here, the hypothesis that the L2 varieties are closer to RP than to StAmE is false. 
In fact, all of the varieties are closer to StAmE except PakE and even that just slightly. More 
importantly, we can see that the varieties are not that close, if indeed at all close, to the TLs.  
 
The varieties are in a particular order in the table: First comes RP for which all the other 
Englishes are compared to, then the acrolects followed by the mesolects and finally we have 
also one basilect. According to the hypotheses, the RP percentages should decrease the further 
we advance in the table. This is partially happening. RP percentages comply with this order 
pretty well PakE having even 38.8 percent in common with RP whilst SgE is only 5 percent 
similar to RP. Only SNigE is deviating from the order hypothesis having only ten percent 
similarity with RP. However, we must bear in mind the nature of the data: PakE’s corpora 
consisted of six educated informants, which can explain its closeness to RP, and the transcripts 
of the Nigerian Englishes are more idealised than the other transcripts. The other Englishes are 
complying with the expected order. With the RP percentages, it is difficult to say anything 
conclusive about the geographical correlations. In the following diagram, the order is revealed 
more clearly:  
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Figure 6.3 RP percentages of L2 Englishes 
 
(ii) StAmE percentages 
 
Table 6.4 StAmE percentages of L2 Englishes 
Test 
Words 
StAmE PakE 
(acro) 
HNigE 
(acro) 
SNigE 
(acro) 
BSAfE 
(meso) 
EAfE 
(meso) 
MalE 
(meso) 
SgE 
(basi) 
KIT ɪ ɪ ɪ i i i i i 
DRESS  e , a   e   
TRAP   a a  a   
LOT   a   o   
STRUT   ,    a   
FOOT  u  u u u u u 
BATH  ,  a a  a   
FLEECE  i i i i i i, i i 
CLOTH  , , o    o   
GOOSE u u u u u u u, u u 
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NURSE   a , , a  a   
CHOICE ɪ ɪ i i ɪ oɪ i i 
MOUTH a a  au, u au , o a au au 
NEAR ɪ ɪ, e ia ia, ija e ɪa i, i i 
SQUARE  e, ɪ, ɪ ea ia, ea  ea   
CURE , ,e,e ua ua o a   
FACE eɪ eɪ, e e e, a ɪ, eɪ,  e e, e e 
GOAT  , o,  o o,  ,  o o, o o 
PRICE ɪ aɪ ai, i ai ɪ aɪ ai ai 
lettER   a a  a   
 
 
Results 20/20= 
100 % 
7.6/20= 
37.9 % 
2.5/20= 
12.5 %  
3/20=  
15 % 
4.8/20= 
24.2 % 
3/20=  
15 % 
4.8/20= 
24.2 % 
5/20= 
25 % 
 
 
With the StAmE percentages, we have much higher similarity rates than with the RP ones. The 
varieties having more than a fifth in common are PakE, BSAfE, MalE, and SgE. This does not 
go according to any particular order since this list includes both mesolects and acrolects and are 
from all over the world. However, if we assume that this is due to media influence, then 
geography should not have anything to do with it in any case. All in all, PakE is an interesting 
case because it is much closer to the TLs than the rest of the varieties: It has nearly forty percent 
in common with both RP and StAmE. However, we have to remember the nature of the data 
again (six educated informants). The following diagram shows the fluctuating results of the 
StAmE percentages: 
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Figure 6.4 StAmE percentages of L2 Englishes 
 
In the light of these results, the continents, in which the L2 varieties are situated, do not have a 
lot to do with the similarities. Something could be said about closer geographical proximity, 
though. MalE and SgE are close to one another in every respect. They both have less than 10 
percent in common with RP and technically one quarter in common with StAmE. However, 
this is not at all surprising because they have a long history together and are neighbouring 
countries. The surprising pair is the one comprising of the two Nigerian Englishes. They are 
spoken in the same country and therefore they are both geographically and politically extremely 
close to one another. However, they only have a couple of same vowels with either RP or 
StAmE. Their mutual similarity is 37.5 percent (7.5 vowels similar with one another), so they 
are much closer to one another than either of the TLs, but less than forty percent of similarity 
is rather surprising when considering the geographical and historical closeness of these 
Englishes. Obviously, however, the fact that the speakers of these two varieties have very 
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different L1s can explain this phenomenon along with the nature of the transcripts (more 
idealised than the others).  
 
Here are both the RP and StAmE percentages: 
 
Figure 6.5 RP and StAmE percentages of L2 Englishes 
 
6.2.2 Percentages between the second language Englishes (see appendices) 
 
(i) PakE  
The PakE percentages are very low since all the L2 Englishes, except one, have less than a fifth 
in common with PakE. HNigE has about 20 percent similarity, but only slightly. PakE has much 
more similarities with the TLs than with the other L2s. PakE is also the only variety to have 
this kind of a result. This can be due to the fact that the Pakistani informants were highly 
educated and thus targeting very close to RP like accent. The closeness to StAmE is explained 
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by the fact that also StAmE is close to RP. Between PakE and SgE, we also have the lowest 
score of this whole study: 1.7 percent. This translates into them having one third of a similarity 
in one of their lexical items. This is expected since SgE is basilectal and very far away from 
PakE in every respect.  
  
(ii) HNigE  
From HNigE onwards, the similarities between TLs become much scarcer and similarities 
between the different L2 varieties increase. HNigE has the most in common with SNigE, almost 
forty percent. This is a very high result considering the geography and the histories. In other 
words, although they differ quite a lot in the other percentages, they still have rather a good 
proportion of their vowels in common.  
 
HNigE has a fifth or more in common with RP, PakE, SNigE, MalE, and SgE. It is therefore in 
between the two groups: the TLs and the other L2 Englishes. It has the least in common with 
StAmE and BSAfE. BSAfE has only five percent in common with HNigE. This shows that the 
same continent does not necessarily possess similar Englishes. StAmE percentage being only 
12.5 percent is rather surprising considering the fact that StAmE is close to RP. However, these 
percentages translate into very small numbers in any case: 12.5 percent means two and a half 
lexical items in common and twenty percent (the RP percentage) means four identical lexical 
items.  
 
(iii) SNigE  
SNigE is very clearly closer to the other L2 varieties with the percentages reaching as high as 
fifty percent. It has the least in common with PakE and the TLs are not far from that. HNigE 
and BSAfE percentages are already quite respectable, being around 35 percent. EAfE, MalE, 
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and SgE are all around fifty percent and these are amongst the highest percentages of all the 
results.  
 
(iv) BSAfE  
BSAfE is the least similar to HNigE, PakE and RP while the rest have about one fifth in 
common withBSAfE. The StAmE percentage could be explained with media influence (the 
Equity ban on sales of British material during apartheid). The only surprising result is the mere 
five percent similarity with HNigE. It translates into a single identical lexical item. In other 
respects, BSAfE is quite close to the other L2 varieties but, on the other hand, the highest 
similarity percentage is 35.4 (with SNigE) which, compared to the other percentages, is still 
rather mediocre. There is not much similarity between WSAfE and BSAfE, either: only 7.5 
percent. 
 
(v) EAfE  
EAfE has very little in common with the TLs and PakE and has mediocre results with all the 
rest except one: SNigE. EAfE and SNigE have almost half of their lexical items the same. They 
are situated in the same continent but on other sides of it. SNigE is acrolectal and EAfE is 
mesolectal. In other words, there is no indication that SNigE and EAfE could be expected to be 
this close to one another and yet they are.  
 
All in all, the most surprising and varied results come from the African varieties. They seem to 
be falling closer to neither the TLs nor the other L2 Englishes. Furthermore, there are no clear 
reasons for these results.  
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(vi) MalE  
MalE is definitely separate from RP and PakE. It has the mediocre twenty to thirty percent in 
common with StAmE, HNigE, BSAfE, and EAfE. StAmE being so high (one quarter) has no 
other reason except media influence. The most prevalent results are the SNigE and SgE 
percentages. MalE has about half in common with SNigE and almost eighty percent in common 
with SgE. 79.2 percent is the highest percentage of the results in total and it proves just how 
close MalE and SgE still are, despite the fact that they are considered as different entities 
nowadays. They separated in 1965 but still have strong ties. Even the fact that SgE in this 
research is basilectal and Malaysian mesolectal makes little difference. Mesolectal SgE would 
probably have more variation in the lexical items which would result in a slightly smaller 
percentage in respect to MalE.  
 
(vii) SgE  
SgE has a quarter in common with StAmE, which, again, probably represents media influence. 
Other mediocre percentages include HNigE, BSAfE, and EAfE. As already covered, SgE has 
exactly half in common with SNigE and almost eighty percent in common with MalE. SgE 
being the only basilectal variety in the study, it would be expected that it would differ more 
from the other varieties but this is not so.  
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6.3 Synopsis of the quantitative results and discussion 
 
(i) The first language Englishes 
In the following diagram, we can see both the RP and StAmE percentages of L1 Englishes: 
 
Graph 6.1 Quantitative results of L1 Englishes 
 
As we can see, the RP percentages experience an increase according to the hypothesis among 
the L1 Englishes. So, it seems that there truly is a correlation between the historical 
developments of the Englishes and their vowels. The only divergent variety in RP percentages 
is StAmE. Furthermore, if the length of the vowels would not have been taken into 
consideration, the percentage would be seventy: CLOTH and GOOSE are short in StAmE when 
they are long in RP. ABahE’s vowels have undergone phonemic changes which are more 
typical to L2 Englishes: there are less subtleties and the vowels are closer to quantal vowels 
(see next chapter) than L1 Englishes’ vowels are (e.g. CURE and CHOICE have lost lax vowels 
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which are very typical in the other L1 varieties). This is not surprising since the language milieu 
in the Bahamas resembles L2 Englishes’ environments.  
 
We can only speculate what has brought about these differences into these varieties. One of the 
biggest differences between the respected countries is that some of them are rather monolingual 
whereas some of them have more varieties and languages within the societies. Contacts to other 
languages and Englishes result in variation. The US and Australia are probably at least officially 
the most monolingual countries in this study although their numbers of immigrants are 
substantial. Britain has a lot of variation within it but that variation consists mostly of other 
English varieties, dialects, and registers. In the Bahamas, English has very strong competitors 
in both Creole English (ca. 85%) and Creole French (ca. 15 %) (Anhava 2005: 261). However, 
the country that has the most variation is definitely South Africa. Even when we concentrate on 
white languages and varieties only, there are still many different variations within both South 
African English and Afrikaans.  
 
According to Lass (1986: 201, 220), though, ETEs (extraterritorial Englishes) are notoriously 
innovative and SAfE is one of the most innovative ones. He therefore suggests that endogeny 
(i.e. change from within the language itself) has created most of the peculiarities in the language 
and that the contact factor has played a functional and social rather than a formal role. WSAfE 
has a lot of variation in every respect, as mentioned earlier. 
 
The StAmE percentages, in turn, have the reverse order of the RP percentages which can be 
due to geography, but more likely due to the media influence, which the percentages were 
designed to represent. As already mentioned earlier, Australian TV used to use BBC voice only 
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in the media and in South Africa they see mostly American shows and films. The Bahamas is 
very close to the US and therefore also close to the American media and culture. 
 
The remarkable resemblance between RP and StAmE could be explained by a mixture of a 
number of factors. Britain and the US have had very close ties politically although they have 
had their disagreements, as well. They are also very closely linked through media and culture. 
Britain used to have an empire that brought a lot of power to the country and its inhabitants. 
The US has risen later and has been called the only superpower in the world nowadays (although 
the power position is starting to crack). They are both some of the first modern Western 
countries in the world. With that comes a loss and levelling of dialects.  
 
(ii) The second language Englishes 
The RP and StAmE percentages of the L2 Englishes are shown here: 
 
Graph 6.2 Quantitative results of L2 Englishes (RP and StAmE percentages) 
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The RP percentages form a rather expected curve apart from SNigE which causes a dip. In 
short, it would seem that there is a correlation between the lects and RP percentages, as 
expected. However, the StAmE show us how the media can influence Englishes around the 
world. There is no rhyme nor reason for the curve in question, but BSAfE, MalE and SgE seem 
to be the most media influenced L2 varieties.  
 
The hypothesis that the L2s are closer to one another than the TLs is partly true and partly false. 
The L2 varieties are discussed in more detail in the previous chapter, but the main findings are 
the following: PakE is definitely closer to the TLs than the other L2 Englishes. This is probably 
due to the highly acrolectal nature of the variety. BSAfE and HNigE are in between both the 
TLs and the L2 Englishes and the other African varieties are also a little ambivalent. MalE and 
SgE are closer to L2 Englishes and especially to one another than the TLs, but have many 
similarities with StAmE, as well, so the media influence is present in these Englishes. The rest, 
EAfE and SNigE, are closer to other L2 Englishes than the TLs. In short, there seems to be two 
distinct groups of varieties: On the one hand, the TLs and PakE are clearly forming a similarity 
group, and on the other hand, we can see SNigE, BSAfE, EAfE, MalE, and SgE forming another 
similarity group. HNigE seems to land in between these two groups.  
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6.4 Qualitative exploration 
 
The different vowel qualities of L1 and L2 Englishes have already been briefly mentioned. 
According to Gut (2009: 61), “[t]rue monophthongs are difficult to find in English […] many 
English vowels do not have stable qualities but are always slightly diphthongized”. Gut is 
referring to RP and General American. This can be extended to other L1 Englishes, as well.  
 
In this section, the vowels are examined horizontally: one lexical item at a time instead of one 
variety at a time. The reason for this is that the Q6 formula simplifies the results to a certain 
degree and this provides further information. I will not go into too much detail, but the widest 
and narrowest differences are discussed. In many cases, the L1 and the L2 Englishes form two 
different groups. We first turn to short stressed vowels: 
 
Table 6.5 The short vowels qualitatively 
Lexical item Prominent variants Change (from L1 to L2) 
KIT [] and [] central and lax > front and tense 
DRESS [e] and [] close mid and tense – open mid and 
lax 
TRAP [] and [a] near open > open 
LOT [] and [] (and [o]) open > close-mid (lax > tense) 
STRUT [] and [] open-mid > open 
FOOT [] and [u] lax > tense 
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The lexical item KIT in L1 varieties is usually realised as [], whereas in L2 Englishes the most 
frequent variant is [i]. This suggests a change from L1 Englishes’, which are more central and 
lax, to L2 Englishes’ front and tense vowel quality. DRESS is mostly realised as either [e] or 
[] (found in both L1 an L2 variaties), but in MalE and SgE also as []. TRAP has two 
prominent variants: [] and [a] of which the former is mostly found in L1 Englishes and the 
latter in L2 Englishes (also here ABahE has both variants) and suggests a change towards 
openness. LOT is in a similar situation with two prominent variants: [] and []. In EAfE, the 
lexical item is realised as [o]. This would suggest a change from open to more closed vowels 
from L1 to L2 Englishes and also a tendency from lax to tense. STRUT is very interesting since 
it has a lot of variation in its realisations and the only two that can be called prominent, [] and 
[], are still very close to one another. There is no ambivalence in FOOT: [] is a L1 English 
variant an [u] an L2 English variant. The change then is mostly from lax to tense. 
 
Table 6.6 The long vowels qualitatively 
Lexical item Prominent variants Change 
BATH [] and [] ([a]) front > back 
FLEECE [ɪ] and [i], [i] lax > tense (long > short) 
CLOTH  [] and [o] open > close-mid 
GOOSE [u] and [u] long > short 
NURSE [] and [] open-mid > mid 
 
The long vowels are interesting in that the main differences are evident already within the L1 
Englishes, an in most cases between RP and StAmE. In fact, without the long vowels, RP and 
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StAmE vowel systems would be close to identical. In BATH, the division is between [] and 
[]. There is a tendency of going from front to back. The tendency in FLEECE is from lax to 
tense. With CLOTH, the change happens in openness. The variants in GOOSE are very similar 
across the board, but there is a tendency to shorten the [u]. NURSE is realised in many different 
central vowels and there is only a slight tendency to open up a little more.  
 
Table 6.7 The diphthongs qualitatively 
Lexical item Prominent variants Change 
CHOICE [ɪ] and [oi] open-mid > close-mid / lax > tense 
MOUTH [a] and [au] - / lax > tense 
NEAR [ɪ] and [ia] lax > tense / central > front (and open) 
SQUARE [e], [] and [] lax > tense / central & close-mid > front 
& open OR omitted 
CURE [] and [ua] an [o] lax > tense / central & close-mid > front 
& open OR omitted 
FACE [eɪ] and [e] - / omitted 
GOAT [], [ou] and [o] central > back / lax > tense OR omitted 
PRICE [aɪ] and [ai] - / lax > tense 
 
All in all, the diphthongs have a lot of variation and so clear divisions, and especially their lines, 
are difficult to pinpoint. In CHOICE, both vowel qualities are changing according to the short 
vowel tendencies: the first part closes and the second part becomes tense. In MOUTH, only the 
second part becomes tense. The same tensing can be found in the first part of SQUARE and the 
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second part becomes more frontal and open in some cases, but it can also be omitted completely 
at which point the diphthong is monophthongised. Also CURE is monophthongised in many 
varieties and if not, the same changes occur as for SQUARE. Both vowel qualities in FACE 
remain intact in most varieties (some slight tensing is detectable) unless the second part is 
omitted. This happens especially in L2 Englishes. Also with GOAT, some slight tensing can 
happen in the second part or, more frequently, it is omitted which results in 
monophthongisation. The first part moves back. 
 
Table 6.8 The unstressed vowel qualitatively 
Lexical item Prominent variants Change from L1 to L2 Englishes 
lettER [] and [a] central & close-mid > front & open 
 
With the only unstressed vowel included in this study, lettER, there is an evident change from 
the most central schwa to an open and front vowel. This change divides especially the L1 an 
L2 Englishes, but MalE and SgE also use the schwa.  
 
In conclusion, the division between L1 an L2 Englishes is evident, especially in short vowels, 
but also in unstressed vowels and the level of monophthongisation (L2 Englishes are more 
likely to monophthongise). Many diphthongs are experiencing monophthongisation. The long 
vowels show significant differences already within the L1 Englishes, and especially between 
RP and StAmE.  
 
The most prominent changes, however, have to do with lax vowels becoming tense and central 
vowels decentralizing. In the vowel chart, this means movement towards the edges of the chart. 
Three corners of the chart are occupied by the quantal vowels: [i], [u] and []. They were first 
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introduced by Stevens (1972, 1989). Ladefoged (2004: 3) explains the quantal theory: “This 
theory propose[s] that certain speech sounds are favored because they have acoustic 
characteristics that can be produced with a comparatively wide range of articulations.” In other 
words, the sounds that are easier to produce reliably are typologically more frequent in the 
languages of the world. L1 Englishes, especially RP and StAmE have many central vowels and, 
in L2 Englishes, these tend to move towards the sides of the chart, i.e. separating maximally. 
This makes them easier to separate from one another and allows more inaccuracy in 
production.7 Also, since quantal vowels are overwhelmingly frequent in languages, L1 transfer 
most probably enhances this movement. The movements found in this study are illustrated in 
the following picture: 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Qualitative results 
                                                   
7 A doctoral thesis concerning proving the quantal theory of speech empirically is currently under investigation 
by Hopponen (UEF). 
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7. Conclusion 
 
In this study, numerous Englishes have been compared to one another. The main method has 
been Czekanowski’s method called the Q6 formula, but the lexical items used in the quantitative 
comparison have also been examined qualitatively. The major division between L1 and L2 
Englishes has been taken into consideration and it is evident in most of the results.  
 
The L1 Englishes chosen for this study were subjugated to two main hypotheses. The RP 
percentages were designed to reveal the historical development of the vowels and they partly 
succeeded in that. StAmE deviated from the expected order. There are many possible reasons 
for this, the close ties of the US and the UK, for example. The StAmE percentages were 
designed to give clues on media influence and the created correlation curve revealed a reversed 
order compared to the RP percentages. In addition to the media, geography might have played 
a role in the order. ABahE’s geographical proximity to the US is especially something to 
consider.  
 
The L2 Englishes incorporated in this study were organised in accordance to their lects (i.e. 
prestige) and the expected order, in respect to the RP percentages, was mostly successful. Only 
HNigE deviated from the expected order. The StAmE percentages seemed to have no rhyme 
nor reason, which was expected since the media is not located in one place or variety. The main 
hypothesis for the L2 Englishes was the following: they are closer to one another than the TLs. 
The emerged result suggests that this is partly true and partly false: some of the L2 Englishes 
were closer to the TLs (the acrolects especially), some closer to one another, and a few remained 
in between.  
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Another hypothesis addressed the Q6 formula and how it can be used. The data to which I 
subjugated it has not been employed before. Although the method provides only rather black 
and white results, it is very effective in producing an overall view. When the black and white 
nature of it is taken into consideration and further information is incorporated when interpreting 
the results, I argue that the method is highly useful and effective.  
 
To provide a more complete picture of the quantitative results, a qualitative exploration was 
added. This revealed intriguing movements of the vowels in the vowel chart which behave 
according to the quantal theory of speech: the vowels strive to produce maximal differences to 
allow vaguer pronunciation and to aid their understanding.  
 
Obviously, these results are tentative since the original data is a compilation of idealised 
transcripts, the Q6 formula generates definite results from data that may not be, and phonetics, 
and especially vowels can be tricky. However, all of the transcripts are from the same opus and 
the data has been selected whilst being cognisant of the needs of the method. In addition, the 
quantitative results have been further enhanced by qualitative research. All in all, if Horvath 
(2004: 626) is correct, and vowels are the most distinctive characteristics of the phonological 
systems of Englishes, then for the vowels to give this myriad of results is a proof that the vowels 
hold vast amounts of information in them. They should be explored further and especially by 
comparing all kinds of Englishes to one another to create as wide an overall view of them as 
possible.  
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Suomenkielinen tiivistelmä 
 
Tässä tutkimuksessa on tutkittu useita englanteja komparatiivisesti Czekanowskin metodia 
käyttäen. Metodi on toiselta nimeltään Q6 formula ja se on dialektometrinen metodi, jossa 
varieteetteja tutkitaan aina kaksi kerrallaan. Se muuttaa kielitieteellistä informaatiota, tässä 
tapauksessa vokaaleja, numeerisiksi tuloksiksi. Murrepitoisuudet, jotka esitetään prosentteina, 
ovat korrelaatioita. Korrelaatioita puolestaan täytyy tulkita kokonaisuuden kannalta ja datan 
luonteen huomioiden. Vokaaleja on tarkasteltu lyhyesti myös kvalitatiivisesti.  
 
Perinteinen murretutkimus on keskittynyt erityisesti eri varieteettien sisäiseen variaatioon. 
Tähän on käytännölliset syyt: saman varieteetin murteet muodostavat yhtenäisen 
kokonaisuuden ja niitä on myös helpompi tutkia, sillä ne sijaitsevat lähellä toisiaan 
maantieteellisesti. Tutkijat kuten Kachru ja Kortmann ovat kuitenkin päättäneet tehdä asiat 
vähän eri tavalla. Erilaisten varieteettien mahdollisuudet on huomattu. Englanti on 
maailmanlaajuinen ilmiö ja mitä enemmän erilaisia varieteetteja tutkitaan yhdessä, sitä 
selvempi kuva englannin tilanteesta saadaan. Samalla tutkitaan myös yleisesti kielellisiä 
prosesseja. Tämän takia tässä tutkimuksessa on mukana jokainen alue, jossa englantia puhutaan 
laajasti joko äidinkielenä tai toisena kielenä.  
 
Englannit siis muodostavat tutkimuksessa kaksi ryhmää: äidinkieliset englannit ja toisen kielen 
englannit. äidinkieliset englannit ovat: RP (edustaa brittienglantia), standardi amerikanenglanti 
(edustaa amerikanenglantia), valkoinen eteläafrikanenglanti, australianenglanti ja anglo-
bahamianenglanti. Nämä ovat alistettu kahdelle päähypoteesille: että RP-pitoisuudet paljastavat 
vokaalien historiallisen kehityksen ja että amerikanenglantipitoisuudet antaisivat vihjeitä 
median vaikutusvallasta. Brittienglanti edustaa kaikkien englantien alkukotia. Kaikki valitut 
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englannit tulevat myös suoraan brittienglannista eikä esimerkiksi amerikanenglannista, kuten 
osa Väli-Amerikan englanneista. Oletettu järjestys brittienglantipitoisuuksissa kuvastaa 
varieteettien historiallista eriytymistä brittienglannista. Lass (2002) on lanseerannut termin 
eteläisen pallonpuoliskon englannit (ETE), joka kuvaa näitten englantien läheisempää suhdetta 
brittienglantiin kuin mitä pohjoisilla varieteeteilla on. Varieteetteihin ovat kuitenkin 
vaikuttaneet monet tekijät ja yksi suurimmista on median englanti, joka suurelta osin 
länsimaissa on amerikanenglantia. Tätä vaikutusta mittaamaan on otettu siis myös 
amerikanenglannin pitoisuudet.  
 
Toisen kielen englannit ovat: pakistaninenglanti, hausa-nigerianenglanti, etelänigerianenglanti, 
musta eteläafrikanenglanti, itäafrikanenglanti, malesianenglanti ja singaporenenglanti. Toisen 
kielen englantien kanssa ei voi katsoa historiaa yhtä tarkasti, sillä niihin vaikuttavat tekijät ovat 
moninaiset. Siksi toisen kielen englantien kohdalla tutkimus on synkronisempi kuin 
äidinkielten kohdalla, jossa diakroninen aspekti otetaan huomioon tarkemmin. Toisen kielen 
englanteja puhutaan paikoissa, joissa vaikuttavat myös monet muut kielet. Puhujien äidinkielet 
ja kontaktit muitten kielten kanssa ovat isossa roolissa, kuten myös toisen kielen oppiminen, 
joka eroaa äidinkielen omaksumisesta. Identiteettikysymys on myös mielenkiintoinen. On 
monia syitä, miksi varsinkin englanti käytetään lingua francana. Suurin syy on useimmiten 
historian lisäksi sen neutraalisuus, mutta toisaalta kolonialisaation perintöä ei aina katsota 
hyvällä. Toisaalta esimerkiksi Etelä-Afrikan kohdalla apartheidin aikaisen afrikaansiin 
pakottamisen takia englanti nähdään neutraalimpana, vaikka sekin on siirtomaavallan tulosta.  
 
Toisen kielen englantien brittienglantipitoisuudet mittaavat yhteyttä brittienglantiin, mutta 
oletettu järjestys mukailee varieteettien lektisyyttä. Akrolekti-, mesolekti- ja basilektitermit 
kuvaavat kyseisen varieteetin läheisyyttä kohdekielen kanssa. Tässä tutkimuksessa kohdekielet 
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ovat britti- ja amerikanenglanti. Amerikanenglantipitoisuudet kuvaavat taas median vaikutusta. 
Toisen kielen englannit alistetaan kuitenkin myös hypoteesille, jonka mukaan toisen kielen 
englannit olisivat lähempänä toisiaan kuin kohdekieliä, sillä ne ovat samanlaisessa tilanteessa 
sosiologisesti ja niillä on samankaltainen historia. Toisaalta yhteisen alkukodin oletetaan 
vaikuttavan enemmän kuin median, joten lisähypoteesi on se, että toisen kielen englannit ovat 
lähempänä britti- kuin amerikanenglantia.  
 
Kaikkien englantien transkriptiot ovat samasta lähteestä, millä yritetään minimoida 
erilaisuudet. Lähteenä on The Handbook of Varieties of English (Kortmann et al. 2004). 
Oletettavasti opuksen tekijät ovat saaneet samat ohjeet transkriptioitten tekijöinä. Opus 
kuitenkin myös rajoittaa, sillä esimerkiksi intianenglannin transkriptiosta löytyy liikaa 
variaatiota tämän tutkimuksen metodin tarpeet huomioiden.  
 
Tämä tutkimus kohdistuu pelkästään vokaaleihin ja niitten määrä brittienglantiin, sillä metodi 
ei salli eroavaisuuksia tässä suhteessa. Fonetiikan tutkimukseen liittyy aina ongelmia erityisesti 
tarkkuuden kanssa. Transkriptiot ovat aina jossain määrin idealisoituja ja vokaalien kohdalla 
enemmän kuin esimerkiksi konsonanttien. Toisaalta ne muodostavat yhtenäisen ja kompaktin 
kokonaisuuden. Vokaalit ovat myös alttiita nopeille muutoksille, mikä tekee niistä hyvin 
mielenkiintoisia. Kuinka paljon historia ja media vaikuttavat ja kuinka nopeasti ovat 
kysymyksiä, joihin tutkimus yrittää vastata. Vokaalit ovat myös ne, joihin ainakin itse kohdistan 
mielenkiintoni, kun kuuntelen eri varieteetteja ja varsinkin, jos esimerkiksi näyttelijät yrittävät 
puhua vieraalla aksentilla. Vokaalit ovat vaikeimpia muuttaa niitten epämääräisyyden takia. 
Olemme melko epätietoisia niistä. Horvath (2004: 626) kuvaa vokaaleita fonologisen systeemin 
erottuvimpina yksikköinä.  
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McArthurin (1998: 61–63) mukaan englannin varieteeteista on alettu käyttämään nimitystä 
englannit 1970-luvusta lähtien. Muita termejä ovat muun muassa uudet englannit, maailman 
englannit ja modernit englannit. Tässä tutkimuksessa siis käytetään termejä englannit ja 
englannin varieteetit.  
 
1980–1990-luvuilla alettiin kehitellä englannin malleja, joissa varieteettien luonnetta pyrittiin 
kuvailemaan. Ensimmäinen on Strevensin (1980) malli, joka on englannin maailmankartta. 
Siinä tulee esiin varieteettien alkukoti ja tätä on käytetty tutkimuksessa, sillä kaikki tutkimuksen 
englannit ovat suoraan peräisin brittienglannista. McArthurin (1987) oma on ympyrämalli, 
jonka keskiössä on maailman standardi englanti. Sitä ympäröi paikalliset standardit ja 
standardoituvat englannit ja näitten ulkopuolella paikallisten standardien alavarieteetit. 
Görlachin (1988/1990) malli on melko samanlainen kuin McAarthurin, mutta siinä on vielä 
enemmän eri kerroksia, joka tekee siitä ainakin tämän tutkimuksen käyttötarpeita ajatellen 
epäkäytännöllisen. Kachrun (1988) englannin ympyrät on kenties tunnetuin englannin malli ja 
se koostuu kolmesta ympyrästä: sisä-, ulko- ja laajeneva ympyrä. Sisäympyrään sijoittuu 
äidinkieliset englannit, ulkoympyrään toisen kielen englannit ja laajenevaan vieraan kielen 
englannit. Tässä tutkimuksessa keskitytään Kachrun sisä- ja ulkoympyröihin.  
 
Schneiderin (2007) uudempi dynaaminen malli kuvaa englanteja viidessä eri kehitysvaiheessa. 
Esittelen kyseisen mallin sen takia, että tämän tutkimuksen äidinkieliset englannit ovat kaikki 
viidennessä eriytymisen vaiheessa. Tällöin näillä varieteeteilla on jo omia murteita ja niitten 
status on vakiintunut. Toisen kielen englannit muodostavat moninaisemman joukon, mutta silti 
nekin kaikki nauttivat tukevasta statuksesta.  
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Tämä tutkimus on myös metodologinen testi. Kyseistä metodia ei ole käytetty tällaisen datan 
kanssa aiemmin. Vaikka metodi tuottaa melko mustavalkoisia tuloksia, on se hyvin tehokas 
tuottamaan kokonaiskuvan. Kun siihen liittyvät ongelmat pidetään mielessä ja lisäinformaatiota 
hyödynnetään (tutkimuksen tunnustelevat aspektit, kvalitatiivinen analyysi), metodi on erittäin 
hyödyllinen ja tehokas. Metodin kehittäjä on Czekanowski (1931, 1957), mutta myös Séguyta 
(1973) pidetään sen kehittäjänä, sillä Czekanowski on vähemmän tunnettu. On epäselvää, 
tiesikö Séguy Czekanowskista. Kyseessä on kuitenkin pääasiassa sama metodi, joka tunnetaan 
myös nimellä Q6 formula. Se on dialektometriaa, eli murteiden piirteitä numeeristava metodi.  
 
Perinteisesti metodin aineistona on käytetty murreatlaksia, jotta murteitten todelliset isoglossit 
löydettäisiin. Hiljattain uudenlaisia aineistoja on kuitenkin alettu käyttämään ja tämä tutkimus 
on yksi näistä kokeiluista. Metodi antaa murrepitoisuuden prosentteina. Kahta varieteettia 
tutkitaan kerrallaan ja prosentti kertoo, kuinka samanlaiset (tai erilaiset) varieteetit ovat. Se 
tuottaa siis korrelaatioanalyysiä. Korrelaatiot puolestaan ovat hankalia siinä mielessä, ettei 
niillä ole selviä rajoja muun muassa tilastollisen merkittävyyden saralla, vaan siihen vaikuttaa 
aineiston luonne. Korrelaatioitten kohdalla on kuitenkin tärkeintä muistaa, että kokonaiskuva 
on tärkeämpi ja informaatiota antavampi kuin yksittäiset prosentit.  
 
Wellsin (1982) leksikaalisia yksikköjä on käytetty vokaalien mieltämisessä ja niistä on valittu 
seuraavat: KIT, DRESS, TRAP, STRUT, FOOT, BATH, FLEECE, CLOTH, GOOSE, 
NURSE, CHOICE, MOUTH, NEAR, SQUARE, CURE, FACE, GOAT, PRICE ja lettER. 
Kuten jo mainitsin, ne on valittu brittienglannin mukaan, sillä piirteitä on oltava yhtä paljon 
kaikissa varieteeteissa. Kaikkiaan siis tutkitaan kahtakymmentä vokaalia.  
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RP:llä voi nykyään Britanniassa olla jopa melko negatiivinen kaiku ja varsinkin vanhemmat 
varieteetit siitä kuulostavat helposti naurettavilta, mutta maailman englanneissa on tämän 
arkaaisen muodon reliikkejä elossa. Ne englannit, jotka ovat katkaisseet välinsä 
kielitieteellisesti länsimaista, ovat myös katkaisseet yhteytensä modernin RP:n kielellisen 
muutoksen kulusta ja menneet omaan suuntaansa.  
 
Yhdysvaltoihin perustettiin ensimmäinen siirtokunta 1600-luvulla ja tuohon aikaan monia 
englannin eri murteita ja aksentteja puhuttiin alueella. Prestiisivarieteetti on silti ollut standardi 
ja siihen aikaan siis brittienglannin standardi. Standardi amerikanenglanti on ottanut tämän 
prestiisin paikan nykyään.  
 
Eteläafrikanenglannilla on monimutkainen historia, sillä Etelä-Afrikassa on ollut vallassa eri 
aikoina mustat afrikkalaiset, britit, hollantilaiset ja Etelä-Afrikka itse on vallannut 
naapurimaitaan. Englannin nykystatus on kuitenkin hyvin vakiintunut ja korkea, sillä 
apartheidin aikaiset afrikaansiin pakottamiset ovat nostaneet sitä.  
 
Australiaa alettiin asuttamaan 1788 valkoisten osalta. Kuten eteläafrikanenglantikin, 
australianenglanti jaetaan kolmeen eri sosiaaliseen murteeseen. Leitnerin (1984: 56–64) 
mukaan australianenglanti on aina ollut britti- ja amerikanenglannin vaikutusten ristitulessa. 
ABC:n kielipolitiikka oli aiemmin brittienglannin puolella, mutta sittemmin on alettu 
arvostamaan australianenglantia.  
 
Bahamalla puhutaan kahta eri englantia: afrobahamanenglantia ja anglobahamanenglantia. 
Anglobahamanenglanti syntyi, kun Yhdysvallat taistelivat itsenäisyydestä ja brittilojalistit 
pakenivat Bahamasille.  
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Pakistaninenglanti valikoitui, sillä intianenglannissa oli liikaa variaatiota. Sekä 
pakistaninenglannin että nigerianenglantien kanssa on joitain ongelmia transkriptioitten kanssa. 
Niin Pakistanissa kuin Nigeriassa englannilla on neutraalin lingua francan rooli, sillä maan 
muilla kielillä on siteitä uskontoihin yms. Sama koskee myös itäafrikanenglantia, jonka isona 
kilpailijana on kiswahili.  
 
Malesian- ja singaporenenglanti olivat samaa kieltä vielä 1970-luvulla, mutta Singaporen 
itsenäistyttyä ne ovat eronneet toisistaan. Kyseiset maat ovat hyvin monikielisiä ja englantia 
puhuu äidinkielenään melko pieni osa. Englanti on ollut virallisena kielenä, mutta nykyään 
vahvana toisena kielenä.  
 
Äidinkielisten englantien kohdalla amerikanenglanti oli ainut varieteetti, joka poikkesi 
odotetusta järjestyksestä brittienglantipitoisuuksien mukaan. Britti- ja amerikanenglannilla on 
jopa 57,7 prosentin yhteispitoisuus, joka on kaikista pitoisuuksista korkein. Tähän voi olla syinä 
brittien ja yhdysvaltalaisten läheiset välit ja media. Amerikanenglanti-pitoisuudet puolestaan 
paljastivat käänteisen järjestyksen brittienglantipitoisuuksiin verrattuna. Erityisen korkea 
amerikanenglantipitoisuus löytyy bahamanenglannista (37,5), mutta tämä ei ole yllättävää, sillä 
Nassausta (Bahamas) ei ole kuin 293 kilometriä Miamiin. Bahamanenglanti on muutenkin 
mielenkiintoinen tapaus, sillä se muistuttaa monella tapaa toisen kielen englanteja. 
 
Toisen kielen englantien hypoteesi, jonka mukaan niitten tulisi olla lähempänä brittienglantia, 
ei pidä paikkaansa. Kaikki muut varieteetit paitsi pakistaninenglanti on lähempänä 
amerikanenglantia. Pakistaninenglannin läheisyys brittienglannin kanssa voi selittyä sillä, että 
sen aineiston informantteina oli vain kuusi koulutettua pakistanilaista nuorta. Päähypoteesina 
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oli kuitenkin, että toisen kielen englannit olisivat lähempänä toisiaan kuin kohdekieliä. Tämä 
pitää osittain paikkansa, sillä osa on lähempänä toisiaan ja osa lähempänä kohdekieliä. 
Varsinkin akrolektit olivat lähempänä kohdekieliä, mikä ei ole yllättävää. 
Brittienglantipitoisuuksien käyrä mukailee melko mukavasti oletettua järjestystä ja siitä 
poikkesi vain hausa-nigerianenglanti. Tähän voi olla osittain syynä nigerianenglantien 
transkriptiot, jotka ovat idealisoidumpia kuin muitten englantien (tutkijoilla ei ollut 
käytettävänään korpuksia). Amerikanenglantipitoisuudet eivät noudata mitään tiettyä 
järjestystä eikä niitten oletettukaan, sillä media ei ole sidoksissa paikkaan tai tiettyyn 
varieteettiin.  
 
Sama maanosa ei kerro mitään englantien samankaltaisuuksista, mutta maantieteellinen 
läheisyys jonkin verran. Malesian- ja singaporenenglanti ovat hyvin lähellä toisiaan ja tämä 
selittyy erityisesti sillä, että ne olivat samaa kieltä vielä 1970-luvulla. Toisaalta Nigerian kaksi 
englantia ovat yllättävän erilaiset. Voisi olettaa niitten olevan samankaltaisemmat, sillä ne ovat 
poliittisesti ja maantieteellisesti hyvin lähellä toisiaan. Eron selittävänä tekijänä voi kuitenkin 
olla niitten puhujien eri äidinkielet. Etelä-Afrikan varieteetit ovat samankaltaisempia niitten 
historian takia: musta varieteetti on kehkeytynyt valkoisesta varieteetista.  
 
Toisen kielen englantien keskinäiset pitoisuudet vaihtelevat paljon. Kuten on jo mainittu, 
pakistaninenglanti on hyvin lähellä kohdekieliä. Musta eteläafrikanenglanti ja hausa-
nigerianenglanti ovat kohdekielten pitoisuuksien ja muitten toisen kielen englantien 
pitoisuuksien välimaastossa ja samaa noudattavat jonkin verran muutkin Afrikan varieteetit. 
Malesian- ja singaporenenglanti ovat ehdottomasti lähempänä toisia toisen kielen englanteja, 
mutta lähempänä amerikan- kuin brittienglantia. Itäafrikanenglanti ja etelänigerianenglanti ovat 
lähempänä toisia toisen kielen englanteja.  
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Tarkastelin lyhyesti vokaaleja myös horisontaalisesti kvalitatiivisesti, jotta metodin 
mustavalkoisuus tasapainottuisi hiukan. Lyhyet vokaalit jännittyivät ja pitkät osittain 
lyhentyivät. Diftongeissa eri vokaalilaadut jännittyivät myös ja osa monoftongiutui täysin 
(SQUARE, CURE, FACE, GOAT). Myös painottoman schwan laatu läheni usein muun muassa 
[a]:ta. Kaiken kaikkiaan kvalitatiivinen analyysi paljasti mielenkiintoisia vokaalien liikkumisia 
vokaalikartalla, sillä useimmiten vokaalit liikkuivat lähemmäs vokaalikartan reunoja. Tämä 
noudattelee puheen kvantaaliteoriaa. Sen mukaan äänteet ja tässä tapauksessa vokaalit näyttävät 
pyrkivän muodostamaan maksimaalisia eroja, jotta epämääräisempi ääntämys riittäisi puhujilla 
ja jotta puhujat ymmärrettäisiin paremmin. Maksimaaliset erot siis sallivat paljon enemmän 
variaatiota puhujien välillä. Kielet usein suosivat isoja eroja juuri tämän takia.  
 
Osassa näitä tuloksia on epävarmoja aspekteja, sillä alkuperäinen data on idealisoitujen 
transkriptioiden kokoelma, Q6 formula on melko mustavalkoinen ja tuottaa ehdottomia tuloksia 
datasta, joka ei ole yhtä ehdoton, ja fonetiikka ja erityisesti vokaalit voivat olla visaisia. Nämä 
puutteet ovat kuitenkin otettu huomioon ja pidetty minimissä valiten transkriptiot vain yhdestä 
opuksesta, valitsemalla pitäen mielessä metodin vaatimukset ja tehostamalla kvantitatiivista 
kvalitatiivisella. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                   
